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KEY MEN TO FIGHT
TO A FINISH WITH
TELEGRAPH CO.
Adopt Resolution Asking Or-
der of Railway Telegraph-
ers to Amalgamate With
Them—Elect Officers aud
Adjourn Sine Die
FUTURE OF UNION AT STAKE
Milwaukee, Wis., Oct. 26.—The
telegraphers' convention adopted
resolution last night asking the Order
of Railway Telegraphers to call al
special meeting to vote on amaigama-1
Lion with the Commercial Teleg-1
talkers' International union. This
throws the matter into the hands of;
the railroad operators for approval.
The convention diacussed for sev-
eral hours today how to finance the
strike and the policy to be pursued
in carrying it on. The eoncensus of
opinion was that the money should
be raised as quickly as possible and
that under no circumstances should
the strike be called off until some
sort of a settlement is made with the
strike-bound companies.
The future of the organization was
said to depend upon the stand taken
on the propositiOn. To end the strike
without an agreement with the com-
panies would mean, It was said, that
the organization would go to pieces.
Only the broker and the leased wire
operators, In that event, could be ex-
pected to remain loyal.
The proposition to amalgamate
with the Order of Railway Teleg
raphers was fought by many dele-
gates. The Ohicago and New York
delegates are urgarg this issue, but a
number of those present from other
cities are opposing it. The opposi-
tion scored a point in the morning
sessjon by temporarily sidetracking
the amalgamation plau.
This was carried by one vote and
was said to forecast a defeat for th,
amalgamation plan.
Officers Elected,
Milwaukee, Oct. 26.—The conven-
tion of Commercial Telegraphers
anion adjourned sine die after the
election of W. W. Beattie, of Wash-
ington, D. C., as president; H. J.
Horn, Cincinnati, first vice-president;
and A. S. Ewing, St. Louie. Mo., third
vice-president. Orville A. Glen 're-
tains his office as fourth vice-presi-
dent. Frank T. Likes, of Chicago,
and C. L. P. Smith, of Salt Lake
City, were added to the executive
board.
The first official action of President
Beattie was to appoint two commit-
tees of three each to go to New York
to endeavor to meet with the offi-
cials of the Western Union and Pos-
tal Telegraph companies with a view
to bringing about a settlement of the
strike. Another committee consist-
ing of five members was appointed
to go to St. Louis to meet officials of
the Order of Railroad Telegraphers
relative to the proposition for amal-
gamation with that organization.
DIXIE MILLS SALE
At a meeting of the creditors of
the Dixie Knitting Mills company
held in Judge E. W. Bagby's office
this afternoon. Attorney Cecil Reed
was elected trustee of the estate and
the bond he presented was accepted.
The trustee will at once file a peti-
tion, asking that he be permitted to
offer at public auction the personal
property of the concern.
NO REVISION OF TARIFF
Will Be Attempted at Next Sesion of
Congress.
Washington, D. C., Oct. 26.— The
Stittilde of house leaders with refer-
ence to tariff revision was disclosed
by Congressman Warson, whip of the
house, in an interview. The program,
he said, will be "to pass the necessary
appropriation bills and let it go at
that."
Judy Breathitt at Glasgow.
Glasgow, Ky., Oct. 26.—Judge
James Breathitt, of Hopkinerville,
candidate for attorney general on the
Republican ticket, spoke to a good
crowd at the court house here in the
interest of his candidacy and the Re-
publican state ticket. He delivered
a telling speech, and was frequently
compelled to stop until applause sub-
sided.
"Col." Bryan's Pay Held Up.
Lincoln, Neb., Oct. 26.—Col. W. J.
Bryan and Capt. (now, governor)
George L. Sheldon, of flit.. Third Ne-
braska in the late war, must furnish
further proof of the dates of their
service before‘the war department
will pay. them. The order affects all
'offitersi of the regiment. Privates
have been paid.
Is It Progress or Plunder?
Were you asked to mention the best governed Municipalities
in the country, where would you turn?
Would it be to New York? Would it be to Cincinnati? Would
it be to Louisville? Would it be to Memphis?
Scarcely.
You would first think of Cleveland, under Mayor Tom Johnson;
Toledo, not yet from under the spell of "Golden Rule" Jones; Mil-
waukee, where Mayor Herman Becker presides.
Oddly, too, each of these cities is administered by a man ot
affairs; not a politician, in the sense that he makes his living by
office holding. Tom Johnson is a multi-millionaire—made it in
traction lines. "Golden Rule" Jones patented a sucker-rod for
pumps, and got rich manufacturing them. Young Becker, inherited
millions and found he had a mission to perform, not decesearily asso-
ciated with the doling out of charity.
Why was it that three men of this kind proved suctessful as
executives of cities, while politicians, without exception, have suc-
ceeded only in making municipal government in America a reproach,
and a menace to the safety of the state and nation?
First let us look at the city and then the men.
A city government comes closer home to the people, than a state
or national government. The chief function of a city government Is
the collection and expenditure of revenue in tangible improvements.
and the protection of the lives and property of its ('itizens. People
in cities are so crowded and hampered that they are interdependenti
for their comfort, convenience and very existence, and require an
efficiency in their local government, not dreamed of in the loose
character of the state organization. There is always before the ex-
ecutive of a city that same relation of income to expenditure, and
revenue to improvement, that one finds in private affairs. The same
exacting fidelity to detail, efficiency of organization, judgment and
experience are demanded that are called out by big business enter-
prises.
Since the increase of population and traffic constantly demand
extensions of permanent improvements, with each extension adding
to the area.. to be repaired; and better police and fire protection.
more salaries and heavier running expenses, and since the source
and manner of revenue are limited, it requires with each succeeding
year closer economy to make both ends meet in a municipality, and
shrewder financiering to maintain public credit. There is no margin
to provide for mistakes and graft.
So, a professional politician is eliminated as a possible success
by the very conditions surrounding the office, one that requires the
most unlimited freedom of action within the law. The man, who
seeks ofiliee. Is under obligation to those who help him get it. This
does not mean that the man, who Is induced to accept a nomination,
Is under obligation to every one who votes for him. The voter Is
supposed to stipport the eandiaate, who best represents his interests 4
as a citizen. But the man, who asks for a nomination for the grati-
fication of his own desires, is bound by the ties of natural obligation
to that faction, which takes him up. That obligation becomes a
handiewp to his efficient administration of office. In his every official 4
act he must consider the welfare of his political friends, as much as
the welfare of the public. The story of mismanagement, waste and
plunder, that is part of the history of nearly every munIcipalit), is \,
but logical and Inevitable.
Eliminating the professional place hunter, there are dozens of
business and professional men and artisans, just as capable of ad-
ministering the affairs of a city ea Becker, Jones or Johnson.
But there are not dozens of capable men, who have the time.
There's the rub.
A business man, professional man or artisan. who has by econ-
omy, perseverance and ability, laid the foundation of a business, prac-
tice os trade, cannot afford to abandon, it for four years, while he de-
votes his labors to the city, and then at the end of his term of office
return to the thankless task of starting his business all over again.
. rthe sante condition exists in Paducah. There are other men.
besides James P. Smith, capab:e of administering city affairs; but
few such are available. He is the head of an established business.
He has developed it, and, it Is true, he makes a financial sacrifice by
entering politics, but it was made apparent to him that the sacrifice
in his case is less than in the case of men, who are building up a
trade or business. The situation demands a business man. HA de-
clined once to consider the nomination, because of personal interesta.
When he finally acquiesced it was with the stipulation that he ehoula
be absolutely free in the management of city affairs, be unrestrained
by considerations of party expediency, and under obligation to no-
body for the office.
Shall Paducah be administered by a business man, liable like
other taxpayers for the cost of the .government, and interested with
other property owners in the advancement of the city, like Toledo,
Cleveland and Milwaukee, or shall the city hall be turned over to the
party spoilsmen. like Louisville and Memphis?
This Prisoner Had Set of Burglars
Tools, a Revolver and Some Nitro--
Was Arrested For Stealing Horse
Metropolis, Ill., Oct. 26.—(Spe-t
cial.)—Massac county officers be-
lieve they made a fine catch in I. J.
Coyne, charged with stealing a horse
In Johnson county. He was caught
at Brookport and had in his posses-
sion a full set of burglar's tools, and
two small boxes, labeled paint, and
containing a peculiar looking sub-
stance, which the authorities think is
nitroglycerine. When John Veatch
deputy sheriff of Johnson count).
THE WEATHER.
CONTINUED RAIN.
Rain tonight and poasibly Sunday.
Highest tempo ature yesterday, NO;
lowest today, 50.
took charge of the prisoner be re-
fused to divulge his name, but on a
revolver, recovered from his person,
was inscribed the name, I. J. Coyne.
He said that was his name. If the
prosecution falls In Johnson county,
Coyne will be tried here for carrying
concealed a deadly weapon. It is
also believed he robbed a Metropolis
woman at Hot Springs, as he seems
to answer the description.
BERNARD TERRELL
The funeral of Mr. Bernard Terrell,
of Lincoln avenue, who died at the
Illinois Central hospital of typhoid
fever, took place this afternoon at 2




IN SUIT ON BOND
OF MR J. L. JONES
Demurrer is Sustained to Peti-
tion Involving city in Dam-
age Snit, Growing out of Col-
lapse of American Express
Build i ng
4.
CASE GOES TO FEDERAL COURT
Frankfort, Ky., Oct. 26. (Special.),
--In the city of Paducah vs. J. L.
Jones, the court of appeals in revers-
ing and remaading the case, holds
that it may be proven whether ap-
pellee was guilty of a Nialation of
the Sunday closing laws other than
the offense charged.
In this case as order of confession
was entered on the police court dock-
et, a fine was assessed and Mayor
Yeiser revoked his license. Suit was
rought on his bond against Jones
and his bondsmen, Lee and Adolph
Vs'ell. The facts showed that the
liquor was sold by a clerk. and Judge
Reed held the proprietor not respon-
sible under the circumstances. Ex-
ceptions were also taken to rulings
on evidence. The city was repre-
sented by City SoMcitor James Camp-
bell, Jr.
City Is Relieved,
Judge Reed in circuit court this
morning sustained the demurrer filed
to the petition of the Smith Sisters
against Capt. 3, M White and the
city of Paducah, in so far as the city
of Paducah is concerned, while the
motion of the attorneys for White to
transfer the action against him to the
United States court was sustained.
The suit is for $4,000 damages
growing out of -the collapse of the
building occupied by the Smith Sis-
ters, caused by the walls of the White
building falling on the building
dagith Sisters, wholes stock was de-
stroyed, sought to hold the city of
Paducah liable, because the walls of
the White building had been weak-
ened by fires, but had been allowed
to stand.
The decision of Judge Reed relieves
the city of any liability for the dam-
ages, and the case against White
will be tried in the federal courts.
Sheriff Ogilvie and his force of
deputies are kept busy' this week Is-
suing tax receipts to taxpayers, who
desire to pay their state and county
taxes before the G per cent penalty
goes on November I. This is the
month under the law passed at the
last session of the legislature. The
law also provides that after Novem-
ber 15 the tax books are to be turned




Frankfort, Ky.. Oct. 26. (Special.)
—There was a big crowd to hear Fair
hanks at Lexington, Paris, Midway
and this city this morning and Win-
chester last night.
Vice President Fairbanks made
clear his position in reference to quo-
tations from certain St. Louis and
New York papers to the effect that he
was not a candidate, actively or re-
ceptively, for the presidency. He
said that while in St. Louis he refused
positively to discuss politics, and
that any statement alleged to have
come from him In reference to na-
tional politics or the presidency was
entirely unfounded.
Wets Enjoin Drys,
Bowling Green, Ky., Oct. 26. (Spe-
cial.)—Democratic "wet" council
nominees ivecursai a temporary in-
junction to keep the fusion "dry"
nominees off the ticket.
Foreman Wants Pay. •
W. S. Smith today flied a lien In
the county court against the Mergen-
thaler-Horton Basket company for
$342, due him for wages before the
company went into the hands of a re-
ceiver April 15. Th petition recites
that Smith was to receive $50 per
week for his services as foreman of
the plant.
Steve Adams Trial Called.
rrr 1.7c1 r m . Idaho, Oct. 26.—The
case of Steve Adams, charged with
the murder of Fred Tyler, was called
today, but as another case was on
trial the Adams case was adjourned
until tomorrow. Clarence Darrow
of Chicago, who is expected to take
charge of the defense, has not ar-
rived but is expected Friday or Sat-
urday.
TAFT WAS IN A WRECK
- ON DAGUPAN RAILROAD.
Manila. Oct. 26.—Taft was caught
in a railway wreck on the Dagupan
line last night, hut was. uninjured..
A fiat car jumped the track and took
He Is Coming To
Old Fort Massac
GOV. CHARLES S DENEEN.
MANIAC POURED
OIL ON HER DRESS
AND SET IT AFIRE
Hopkinsville, Ky., Oct. 26. (Spe-
cial).—Mrs. C. E. Hutchinson, wife
Of the Rev. C. E. Hutchinson, Bap-
tist minister at Howell, poured coal
oil on her dress and set herself on
fire and burned to death. She had
been recently released from the asy-
lum.
issue tag warrants against.all dein- wfth It the one on which the Taftquewfs, entailing an additional cost
of $1 besides the penalty that goes 
party was riding Cars were pilen lived' She was a member of the
up but remained upright. The trip Itinadway Methodist church. and aon at that time. 
was completed in an automobile. noble christian Woman.
Gambling Howie Blown Up.
Fort Wayne, Ind.. Oct. 26.--A. B.
Jackson's saloon and gambling house
and the Lehman clothing store, ad-
joining. were badly damaged by the
explosion of a dynamite bomb which
was placed under the saloon by un-
known persons today. The shock
shattered over a hundred windows.
Whether the bomb was planted to
blow up the gambling house or fola BANK CLEARINGS
the purpose of robbery is not known.
.lackson is under indictment for run-
ning a gambling house. INCREASE AGAIN
JOSEPH E. POTTER, PRESIDENT
OF SCHOOL BOARD PLEASED
WITH CONDITION OF SCHOOL
Will Retire by Grace of Democratic
Faction After November Election
People Wonder What Was Cause of
Insult to the Veteran.
Col. Joseph E. Pottsr, so•sidest
the :school board, is pleas' .1 with the!
condition of the :schools. Ttik
lag he said: "We visited all the
schools this week. whore "Parents'l
Days" were observed, and they (solidi
not be in better condition. I am in-
terested in the schools an.I the tea( 11-'
ers and the schelars, and I
mightily pleased to see everythiiig.
running so smoothly."
Col. Potter's term on the schole;
board and as president will expi:e
with the election November 5. He ll
was elected by members of the schoull
board. Democrats and Republicans,'
to fill the 'Vacancy, caused by the
resignation of Mr. Ashley Robertson.
until the election. As soon as he
took his seat he was elected by the
same non-partisan- vote meet:dent to
succeed Dr. Anthony List. The resig-
nation of Mr. Robertson left a va-
cancy on the ticket in President Pot-
ter's ward, which was filled by the
Democratic campaign committee. Col-
onel Potter was not appointed.
"Would your interest in the school
have led you to accept re-election to
the board, If the Democratic commit-
tee had seen fit to indorse the action
of the school board in electing you
to a seat and the presidency?" he
was asked.
"Yes." he replied. "It's a heap of
trouble, but I haie got interested in
the schools, and I like the work."
"Were you ever asked by the com-
mittee to accept the nomination. or
consulted in an, way about the
place?"
"No. None of them ever spoke to
me. Some of my friends thought I
was treated pretty badly. I under-
CRASH IN UNDERGROUND
RAILROAD IN LONDON.
London, Oct. 2.6.—FIve persons
were killed and 17 injured today by
a crash in the underground railway,
when one train ran into another. Fog
prevented seeing the train ahead.
Trains were filled with suburbanites.
NOT DISCOURAGED YET.
Metropolis. Ill., Oct. 26. (Special.)
—James M. Crider, of Boaz, Ill., who
is 74 years old, undertook his fourth
matrimonial venture In Metropolis
when he took to wife Mrs. Caroline
D. Copeland, who Is also 74 years
old.
Elza Dill and Katie Davis, of




Mr. A. S. Whitlock—who lives six
miles from Paducah on the Mayfield
road, brought to the city today . a
basket containing 11 Irish potatoes
that grew in one.hill. The combined
weight of the potatoes was l'a
pounds and several showsd that they
were dug before they were fully ma-
tured. The potatoes are of the King
variety and were grown on Mr. Whit-
lock's farm by Mr Hugh Bagby.
They are the second crop grown ,on
the same ground this year and were
not planted until August 1.
MRS JULIET McKENZIE
OVER LAST YEAR
Rank clearing's for week .. $091,055
For same week last year.. 05S.1452.
Increase  33,103.
Notwithstanding the panicky feel-
ing throughout the entire country
during the week the Paducah bank
clearings again show substantial in-
erease over 'last year.
Bankers and business men say
that the storm that has been brewing
in the money centers of the world has
had but little if any effect on Incal
conditions, and no fears are enter-
tained that it will the coining week.
Retail merchants have enjoyed un-
usually good business,' while there
seems to have been .no _decrease in
the amount of goods shipped out by
the wholesale merchants. The sale
of lots in Gregory Heights addition
was satisfactory to the promoters of
the -enterpriae and shows the confi-
dence of the public in Paducah real
estate.
Mrs. W. C. Kidd, of 1500 Broad
way, received word last night of the
death of her mother, Mrs. Juliet Mc-
Kenzie, at Oklahoma City, 's-here she
was living .alth her daughter. Mrs.
Ruth Rowand.. Mrs. McKenzie, who
was 72 years old, had 'been in feeble
health several years. Miss Maud Mc-
Kenzie, formerly of Paducah. was
with her mother. Another daughter,
Mrs. Frank Peabody, is in Los An-
gees, Cal., and, a son, Mr. Clarence
McKenzie, lives In Gatesville, Tenn.
Mrs. Kidd will not be able to attend
the funeral., Mrs. 'McKenzie was a
most lovable woman and had many




Al ig)r iii'' at all. 1 is
sss-ct ils for ;tit V1114 I Delft r
itat 100k 111/11'0."
'Wl,iit at, >our polities, Ceion.
Per. '
-I alb 1 liii. rat," rsp
colossi. vas. oterlin sit' rs
I.) WI' in the paper. Just
ti I I the facts. Don't get met into
any cent:Atversy."
it.tie! .1.-. ph E. Potter the
second highsot candid:its
in the 1)r:110er:ult. primary. Ile had
no organization behind him, ass his
following was p. rrooas Ills a ell
known honesty and worth as a
and a man, g:ses,him, perhaps.
the strongest personal following of
any man in Prttliteah.
• Colonel Potter made his race on
enforcement of the law and was
beaten by the faction now in eontrol
of the party organization. Whether
his insulting troatnient by the cam-
paign committee was the result of
animosity engendered la the pri-
mary, or whether it was caused by
Republicans uniting with Democrats
in electing him president of tha
school board, is not known.
JEAN\ Err F: af. GoLDBEIti,
Field Secretary of the Jestieh Chau-
tallqUa A“Clety, l'omiag.
Washington, D. C., Ost. 26.—Th.,
treasury department declincei to grain
a representative on Burleson's re-
quest to place ten - millions with
southern banks to prevent_ sacrifices
of cotton. Burleson charges the de-
partment with allowing favoritism) to
Wall street, after being told the de-
reartroent's funds are reeduced to a
mere working balance, and that, ans
how, his proposition to accept cotton
warehouse receipts as security Is not
In accordance with the department's
policy.
On Monday evening. October 28, at
p. rn, Mfas Jeannette K. Goldberg
field secretary of the Jewish Chau-
tauqua society, will speak at Temple
Israel on "Jewish Education as Fos-
tered by the Jewish Chautauqua."
Miss Goldberg_as field secretary has
spoken throughout all parts of the
country, and has succeedsd in arous-
ing an .interest and desire for Jewish
learning and education, where it has
long been dormant, and in conse-
quence. given impetus to the estab-
lishment of branch organizations of
the Jewish Chautauqua. She Is in-
structive and entertaining as a speak-
Sr and none should miss the opportun
ity of hearing her.
SOME LITTLE FLURRIES
New York, Oct. 26.—The Terminal
bank of Brooklyn closed its doors to-
day. It cleared for the Williamsburg
Trust etuteillY. There was a small
run on the Nassau Trust company.
Pittsburg. Oct. 26.—The Stock Ex-
rhanee seas closed asain today.
Would Use Airships in War.
St. bouts, Mo.. Oct. 26.—BrIga
Gen. James Allen, chief officer of the
signal corps of the United States
army, who witnessed all of the bal-
loon ascensions made here this week,
was much impressed by the perform-
ance of some of the airships yester-
day and declared he wonld recom-
mend in his next report to the seere-
tary of war that several balloons of
the dirigible type be boLght or con-
structed for government-exPertmentas
work. "No large fighting force of
the future will be complete without
Its complement Of airships," he said.
A RARE COMPLIMENT
Dr. I. Ii. Hoyell has b. en Invited
by Dr. Nelson T Of N. or
York, chairman of Clinics of Die
Isirlif'fillstri.a. Dental Society of N. w
York, to at tend the than -n-lath
%*ersary clinic on December S and
meet tug Ii, • one. of unio'ial
nce, and ths latest 'nutlicals
emplso.cal by Own ot his,h standing in
the profession a ,I1 d' '111(111 chin
Dr. Hoe. II has le en a-;keti to glee a
!Ink on any subject that in his opin-
ion is of the gricatcot benefit-to (ho
profession at large. This is a high_
recognition to an dentist. and ig
greatly appreciated by Dr_
lie recently represented Kentucky at
the Natioeal Dental .1ssitelation at
Norfolk; Va., and gave a clinic there,
WON DISTINCTION
Senator Norton B. Anderson, of
Platte City. Mo., returned home this
morning after a brief visit to his
brother, Mr. William T. Anderson. of
Arcadia, and other relatives here.
Mr. Anderson is a native Paducahan,
the eldest son of the late Edward An-
derson. a prominent citizen, but has
lived in Missouri 11 years. lie has
v, on success in his adopted some,
where he Is a leading lawyer, large
land owner and president of the Rs-
change bank, lie was a member of
the Missouri senate for several terms,
Mr. Anderson finds marked improve-
ment in Paducah between his visits
here., He is a nephew of the late
William F. Norton, of Louisville,
formerly a Paducah hanker. and




We Have Something Good for the
Babies. Mr. Farrell, manager of the
Kozy Theatre, has decided to have a
BABY CONTEST
To the-kle eh.) haa the neet popular baby in Paducah
Mr. Farrell sill give four Klee to the lucky o inners.
Prize No. 1.-Hanitroune solid gold locket, elianiond set
Prize No. 2.-A ten-dollar iold piece.
Prize No. 3.-A five-dollar gold piece.
Prize No. 4.-Two and a half dollars in gold.
All babies under three years of age can enter this contest.
Every ticket of admiesion, which will be only 5 cents, will entitle
the purchaser to one vote. Votes will be counted every morning and
announced at the theater, showing the number of votes each
baby has every day. Arangements have been suede with McFadden's
Studio, whereby al babies entering this contest will be photographed
free of cost, and an extra large picture will be shown on the curtain
of the Kozy Theatre every performance 6etwe7en the eels, of each
baby entering the contest.
Mothers wishing to enter their babies in this grand contest
must first go to McFadden's and have the baby photographed, free
at charge, leave name of baby and your name and address.
You have until Saturday, Nov, 2, to enter your baby. Voting
i ill begin Monday, November 4th, and continue for two weeks,
e go to McFadden's today. Don't put it, off until YoMerrow, as It
:ay be too late to get a good sitting.
Remember, it costs you nothing and every baby has an equal
' anee to sin. Prize,. on d ,;, :I\ .1, 1,•\% ,•!: Store
City Transfer Co.





riat eanerdate, he comes aroun'
A lookin' mighty neat.
Ills voice it seems jes' like de soun'
Of music, it's dat sweet.
lie step right up an' take Yoh ban
An' wears a frenly look,
IsMeatesesseOwittlitiesnoliOnsellipletairellionnap%
eiewoweiebeinembabbehesiTsweiebeileesiodli




It's like a picture book!
Der cheers foh him through
mile
He travels day by day.
lie stops,an' talks a title while
Au' den de barall play.
zsey Oa sleeted now an den.
Dat change is what 1 Woes,




Queen 20 Years Old.
Madrid, Oct. 25. -Madrid kept
holiday today in celebration of the
twentieth birthday of Queen Victoria
who was born October 24, 1887. Rt.
ports from the provinees indicate that
the anniversary was celebrated en-
thustastically throughout Spain. Dur-
ing the day messages of congratula-
tion were received at the palace from
the various courts of Europe and
from many of the Spanish munici-
painies.
Cruisers Fight Pretender.
Gibraltar. Oct. 25.--hu1di liafiui
the Moorish pretender, attacked Mo-
ceder, a Freneh garrison town, last
night. He suffered heavy losses when
the cruisers opened fire. Ile is still
lingering about the town, which he le






elven te ere Mari e•
Marshall In the umbertur
Court tit ClnrinnaU.
"1 coughed continu-
ally for six months-
lungs very sore-had
-constant pain in my
chest-Land was much
emac iated - could
find no relief. After




my health began to
improve and I soon
grew strong and fat."
Such sworn testimony.
from milnl setnestiel
near ly hall a century
tusn's Core his been re-
lieving t n Kist t nate
cuo#LP an,1 to. of buth
bc'sn'hw n,1 pulmon-
ary nature.
eeItre It a fair trial










Johnsonville   1.8
Louisville  6.3
Mt. Carmel    2.0
Nashville  7.0
Pittsburg  6.0
St. "Louis  8.1
Mt. Vernon  6.0
Paducah  5.0 fall
Another fall of .4 was shown in
the stage Of the river at this point
i his morning. The changes in the
,stage ore noticeable now since the
lbar has begun to peep out of the wa-
ter,
libere was considerable activity
around the wharfboat this morning
;Ind the receipts and deliveriee of
freight by the packets that were in
was heavy._ -
The Kentucky came in yeeterday
and is receiving freight today pre-
paratory to leaving 'tonight for the
Tennessee river.
The Joe Foeler was in this morn-
ing from Evausi:ie.
The American is in front the Ten-
teseee with a tow of ties. She will
get away Monday for a leturn trip
up the same stream,
The J. B. Richardson left this
morning for Cairo with a heavy car-
go of freight aboard.
The repairs to the huh of the H
W Buttorff have been made at the
dry docks and she was let down into
the watar this morning. The car-
eenters are busy making repairs to
he beat and she will not be corn-
a:feed for some time yet.
The I. N. hook which was recently
purchased from the Aberdeen Mining
company by the Standard Tie corn
parry is being extensively repaired at
the dry docks. '
The Royal was in from Golconda
this morning with a large passenger
list. -
Official Form:oda,
The Ohio from Evansvekle to Cairo
will continue falling during the next
see oral days.
The Tennessee from Florence to
the mouth-771;v I remain about station-
ary, or fall very slowly during the
next several days. --
The Misissippi from below St.
Louia to Cairo will continue falling
slowly during the next several days.
'Heroism.
There Is a good dual of hero ism In
the world of the sort that gets into
the public eye and receives medals as
a reward, as the giving out of sixty-
three such tokens of gold, silver or
bronze by the Carnegie hero fund
commission attests. There is more
of the splendid stuff indeed than even
the firmest believers in human na-
ture's good qualities would quite
think possible without all the gratify-
ing figures at hand to prove its ex•
istence. And when one reflects that
the heroism which may be known of
all men is °Sly about one-thousandth
part as great as the sort that never
will and never may be known it
makes one feel that the world and







fall distinctly a conservative quantity. He
frailit operates along well regulated lines
f II 
He seems to be a good lawyer who
has been entr-ueted with the work offall
a governor of a great state, and who
fall has accepted his duties aireply and
solely as they have come to him.
It may be doubted wiacther Gov
Hughes would make a good presi-
dent. lie is too individuel, too much
of a lawyer, and possibly too little
of an executive. He certainly is lees
of a governor than La Follette or
Deneen or Cummins, knd yet be is
undoubtedly greater than any of
Raymond's Opinion of Gov. Hughes
'New York, Oct. 26.-As I sat in
the executive chamber and witnessed
an ordinary looking man anishing his
lamb chop and pouring out his Bee-
out cup at tea it was difficult to un-
derstand that he was Gov. Hughes
the chief executive of the first state
in the Union, says Raymond In the
Chicago Tribune.
The governor of New York has a
peculiar personality. He is cold. He
would seldom make friends by him-
elf. When he talks he occasionally
breaks into a smile that is most en-
gaging, but those hall laughs are
rare. lie is a serious man, and he
takes things in a serious way. He
likes to climb mountains, and he has
the thrill of the woods in all he does
In his talk Gov. Hughes is intense-
ly earnest and full of the dignity of
his work. Yet he is less of a chief
executive than most men in the same
place. He is always the successful
lawyer who has been selected for
unusual work In a conspicuous place
Taft and Hughes Not Alike.
There is scarcely any doubt of the
fact that Gov. Hughes, of New York,
and Secretary Taft, of Ohio, are the
most natural probabilities for the
presidency next year, assuming that
Mr. Roosevelt will not be a candi-
date. Between the two there are ab-
solutely no points of similarity. Taft
is big and fat and essentially a good
mixer. Hughes is small and spare
sad one wile must be understood at
first hand or not at all. As a gover-
nar he has been a remarkable suc-
cess. He has accomplished great
things and has done more in the way
of actual executive work than La-
Follette. Cummins. Johnsen or any
or the other spectacular governors..
The public utilities bill, which Gov.
Hughes pushed through the legisla-
ture by the force of his individual
capacity, is more nearly in tune with
the intentions of President Roosevelt
titan that reformer was able to ac-
complish with congrees. The pub-
lic utilities bill alone should be
enough to entitle Gov. Hughes to
first rank in the list of risen who do
things. It is his own cteation, for
was drafted in his own speeches
In this one act there Is concentrated
a determination to control the cor-
porations to a degree not yet ex-
pressed in law.
The effect of the law was immedi-
ately apparent. The commission
which it created began to develop
corporate iniquities almost at once
It exposed the nefarious actions of
the New York traction combination
and it dislodged Belmont and his ag-
gregation as a political force.
Conservative. Yet Forceful.
Yet with all this, Gov. Hughes is
IN THE GOOD OLD-FASHIONED
DAYS.
Powdered Wig' Formed au Important
Adjunct to a Gentleman's Apparel.
It is safe to say that the majority
of bald' men of today would gladly
revive the old, dignified custom if
they could. But. they can do the next
best thing to It; that is, hold on to
what hair they have.
In cases where the hair root or
hair bulb has not been completely de-
stroyed by parasites that infest it
Newbro's lierpicide will do wend,'
in the way of encouraging a It
growth of hair. Destroy the cause
you remove the effect. That is the
successful mission of Herpicide, sold
ey leading druggists. Two sizes, ria
and $1. Send 10e. In stamps
sample to The Herpleide Co., Detroit
Mira: \V. 11 McPherson. Special
these. Gov. Hughes' capacity lies in
the fact that he relies entirely upon
the support of the people. lie first
makes up his mind as to a certain
polity and then take .the public into
lila confidence. He has 'refused al-
werm to make use of the patronage
of his office to advanee his own theo-
ries, and has never played politics to
advance his indi%idual ends.
Utilities Hill Master Work.
The public utilities bill, which is
now closelty associated with his car-
ter as governor, is undoubtedly the
greatest advance yet made in the di-
rection of the control of corporations!
by the state, It arreurues to create a
commission which will absolutely
regulate every public corporation
and which will establish the right of
the state to supervise the acts of
every corporation. Whether this can
be done legally remains to tst seen
and yet it is certainly true that Gov
Hughes is more of a lawyer than a
governor. His public utilities bill
mimed_ the scrutiny of the best law-
yers In the New York legislature and
Its constitutionality has not yet been
flUtaltioned.
\OTHER UNION Ve NITRE.
---
Organized Compositors considering
an Old-Age Pension Scheme.
Along the line of meritorious co.n-
eeptions and achievements of the in-
ternational Typographical Union,
iltuan occupies a higher plane than thc!
proposition to pension superannuated i
members of the craft, which was,
edopted by the recent convention of
the union, and submitted for meats;
bership vote. Almshouses, infirmaries
and kindred institutions may be filled
with humanity whose circumstances
during life, either through prodigal-
ity or misfortune, have prevented the
saving of pennies for the proverbial
"rainy day," but the International
Typographical Union will have none
of these, for in addition to its Union
Prilhaats' Home at Colorado Springs
it is seriously considerine the possi-
bilities of an international pension
Ischeme that will enable it to place in
ledependent circumstances those of
its membership who have run life's
race with no financial advantage to
themselves, and who are, for family
or other reasons. unable to take ad-
vantage of the adequate proviatons of
its haven of rest.
Local Typographical Unions of the
larger size have grappled with the
nenslon proposition with more Or less
success, but the Internasonal Typo-
graphical Union giving the matter
consideration and standing insures a
widespread international character to
the movement that can have no other
effect than the dovetailing and ce-
menting of that fraternal spirit that
springs spontaneously from head to
heart among printers, acid which has
"I will say a good word
for the Commonwealth"
writer's Mr. stalls, who received full settlement of Industrial Pol-
icy No. 39277 within 414 hours after proofs of death reached home
office. The OGNINIONWEALTH is the only conipany that pays its
Industrial Policies PROMPTLY and IN FULL-no matter nhen
death occurs. Read the following letter:
Paducah, Ky , Oct. 14, 1907.
COMMONWEALTH LIFE INSURANCE CO., Louisville, Ky.
Gentlemen: I received today, through your superintendent
G. W. Head, full settlement of claim under policy No 39277, on
the life of Maggie Stalls, who died October 10, 19117.
I desire to thank you for the promptness with which you
aettlea this claim, as the proofs of death were not received at
your office until October 12 and today I am in receipt of full set-
tlement.
Assuring you I will say a good word for the Commonwealth
as it pays Be claims most pro tritely. Respectfully,
(Signed): JRFF STALLS. no, Woodward.
All Industrial Policies Fully Paid Up'at the Age 75
Write a postal card to W. D. Ashley, Superintendent of Indus-
trial Department, Eagle Building, Sixth and Broadway, Paducah, Ky.,
and an agent will be glad ut) call and explain fully the many exclusive
features of coNIMONWEALTH Insurance. You do not obligate your-
self in any way by talking it over.
Paducah Depository, Citizens' Saeings Rank.
Commonwealth
Life Ins. Co 308. ChestnutLouisville,Ky,
J. D. POWERS, Pres.; JUDGV MATT O'DOHERTV, First %lee
Pres.; D.A11WIN W. JOHNSON, Sec. and Treas.; 'Ht. J. W. (lUEST,
Medical Director; GREGORY & NPHENItY, Gen'l. Outineel; J. NI.
QUINN, Manager of Agencies. LOUIS G. RUSSELL. Manager In-
dustrial Department.
had feasible demonstration of utility
in the Colorado Springs retreat-"its
bounty unpurchasable, its charity
without price."
.• The International Typographical
Union never does anything by halves
An organization of 50,000 members
scattered throughout the United
Slates and Canada, that can begin
with a working capital of $10,0e0 and
intelligently and successfully build
and conduct an inetitution represent.
leg every penny's worth of $500,a)00
can be relied upon to originate and
inaugurate a plan for pensioning Its
aged and infirm membership that will
be worthy of emulation for organiza-
tions of like character.
Many cities have pension funds in
operation for the benefit of policemen
firemen, school teachers and other
public servants; the United States
government annually expends mil-
lions of dollars in pensions to its aged
Only One "BECM0 QUININE," that is
Laxative Bromo quinine on d
•••• 
wiry
/7erstelossobox. 25cCtwese Cold in Ore Doe. Cr", in 2 Days











Total security to depocitors 11121$0,000
Accounts of Individuals anti firins solicited. We appreciate
small as well as large depositors and accord to all the same
courteous treatment.
Interest Paid on Time Deposits
Ol'EN SATURDAY NIGHTS FROM 7 TO 8 O'CLOCK.
Third and Broadwa‘T
(and disabled warriors. An occasion-
al business house has bcen noted
that, after a service of long duration
!retires preferred employee on a year.
ily allowance, but the practical work-
l ing out of a scheme for pensioning in
l a substantial manner, tha decreeit
membership of a voluntary organiza-
tion, composed of a mixture of nation
elides, politics and creeds, is neces-
sarily an untried experiment. The
,luternational Typographical Union
,can, it is believed, be safely relied
upon to soles the questioa in a com-
prehensive and practical manner.
PILES CURED IN 6 TO 14 DAYS.
l'AZO OINTMENT Is guaranteed to
a"are any case of Itching,Blind. Bleed-
ing or Protruding Piles in 6 to 14
days or money refunded. 50c.
The Rattler Does Not Warn.
This is one reason for the con-
tinued existence of the 'rattlesnake in
the midst of enemies who would ex-
terminatti it, for, contrary= to the gen-
eral belief, the rattler rarely gives its
characteristic note of warning until
actually attacked. In fact, the sharp
vibrant ring of its terminal append-
age Is probably designated more to
assist this very sluggish serpent to
obtain its food than to sound defiance
or warning. In the flee place, ser-
pents possess but the most rudiment-
ary traces of auditory apparatus and
are practically deaf, the deficiency in
the sense of hearing being compen-
sated for an extreme sensitiveness of
feeling which maks them aware of the
approach' of moving objects by the
vibration of the ground. Hunters
treading cautiously upon a soft carpet
of moss or leaves to avoid alarming
game, will often step close to or over
a rattler without disturbing it or re-
ceiving warning, and while many
snakes are seen and killed by them
it is probable that a far greater num-
ber are passed by unnotteed. All
snakes ere timid and would rather
run than fight, and the rattler is not
inviting certain destrnction by adver-
tising its whereabouts in the brush.-
Outing Magazine.
Pride has kept many a man from
bending over far enough to pick 111)




Those symptoms, that you do not understand,
are very likely due, if you are a woman, to womanly
disease. Frequently female disorder is so insidious,
that no local pain is experienced, but just a feeling of
misery, all-over, and a general nervous, irritable,
depression, that has driven many a sufferer to the
brink of desperation.
In such cases, Wine of Cardui- can be depended
on to bring relief and renewed interest in life. Being
1 strengthening, building, female tonic, it renews the









strength where women ni(At need it.
"I do not know, "writes Mrs.
Martha Wilson, "that I can command
words, to tell you'how grateful I am
to Cardui, for giving me back my
health again.
"I was troubled with prolapse
for 3 or 4 years; unable, a great deal
of the time, to do my work.
"After taking one bottle of Car-
to do my work." Sold everywhere.
Write kw Israsteletase Pock for Women. If eon need Ad-
vtce, describe symptoms, stating age and we will reply in
ctiln pealed envelope. Addre 
caaflaaooga '- 
Co.,set rLadiss At.iviDart,.y Dart,. 







$600. Twenty West End lots at the
Intersection of 27th and Norton
streets. Some irregular in shape;
some low, but a big bargain; $50
(11..sh. Balance $50 per years, 6 per
cent_
400. New Mechanicsburg house.
I.ot 40x160 ft to alley. Vaughn's Ad-
dition, near big mills; $50 cash. Bal-
ance $6 per month. Good home buy-
ing chance and good investment RS
the tenant would nearly pay for the
house for the purchaser.
$1,000. Jackson street three room
house. No. 1230; $100 cash. Balance
$10 per mouth.
$600. Seven Mechanicsburg lots,
Thurman and Hughes Addition. All
for $600; $50 cash. Balance $50 per
year. Good way to save money.
$850. Jefferson street lot North
Side. Between 13th aud 14th streets.
Halt cash.
--
$1200. 23 acre farm. A part of the
old Ratcliffe farm. Good buildings.
Eight miles from Paducah. Joints the
Charles M. Leake farm.
$1600. 13 acre farm on Epperson
road, 1-2 mile from Benton road.
Nearly all clear. Half cash.
$650. Nearly new four room Mc-
Kinley Ave. house. Near Franklin
school. Cash.
$1400. New 4-room house. North
ride Madison street, hhtween 19th
and 20th. Terrell Addition, Half
cash.
--
$1800. Clay street 5-room house.
Northwest corner lath; 50 ft. lot;
$600 cash. Balance easy. Fountain
Park Addition.
$1350. New 4-room house; 40 ft.
lot. Ellis street, North View Addition.
Near 12th street car line; $400 gash.
Balance easy.
$500. Trimble street 40x150 ft.
:ot. North Side, between Ninth and
10th. Half cash. Good neighborhood.
Brick sidewalk. Car line.
$500. North 12th street lot, be-
tween Boyd and Burnett; $50 cash.
Balance easy.
$500. Two 40 ft. lots. Trimble
street. between 19th and 20th. Both
for $500. Half cash.
$300. Eleventh street lot, between
Boyd and Burnett; $50 cash. Balance
easy. Good lots on which to build
house to rent.
$5,000. Nine acres 22nd and Ten.
lessee; $1500 cash. Balance $500 per
year.
$500. 50 ft. Broadway lot, south-
east corner 26th street. Half cash.
$250. 50x165 it. Jackson street lot.
Northeast corner 25th street; $50
cash. Balance $5 per month.
$2300. Harrison street. 5-room new
house. Fountain Park Addition, North
Side. betweeh 16th street and Foun-
tain Ave.; $500 cash. Balance asy.
$950. 4-room Smithland Ave.
(Jones St.) house: 40 ft. lot, Worten
Addition; $200 cash. Balance easy.
$700. Goebel Ave. 3-room house.
Southwest corner Worten ave.; $100
cash. Balance $10 per month.
$650. Trimble street; 40 ft. lot.
Corner 13th. Half cash.
$625. Boyd street; 50 ft ft. lot.
Nearly opposite Trimble St. church;
$50 cash. Balance 4 years.
$350. Harrison street lot. North
Side, between 19th and 20th; $25
cash.
$2500. Genuine bargains In Foun-
tain Park house 5-room. Bath. North-
west corner Fountain Ave. and Har-
rison streets. Only $500 cash. Bal-
ance $300 per year.
$850. Monroe street; 50x165 ft.
lot. North Side, between 16th and
17th. Shade trees. Fine place to build
home. Half casil.
$1350. 4-room Bronson Ave. house.
Fruit trees; 43 ft. lot.
$1600. No. 422. South Ninth street
8-room 1 1-2 story double house:$200 cash. Balance $200 per year.
House rents for $15 per month. Good
investment.
$5000. Brick business building.lit oast way, between 1st and 2nd
atreets.
• $100, Jones street; SO ft. Mt. North
,Side, between 29th and 28th; $10








The Week In Society.
OCTOBE1t WOOINGS.
The blackberry bush Is a sad • co-
quette;
Behold how she blushes--the
tease--
Blushes wino red at the tun's kiss,
• yet
' Trembles with vague, half-real regret
At the paesing of the breeze.
The warm south wind is the milk-
weed's lover;
In her turret tall and slim,
She waits for his whisper—happy
rover—
She is willing to fly the
over
If only ehe goes with him.
whole world
Alone through the goldee noon we
rove.
Swift birds in the branches dart.
There's joy untold in the maple
grove.
All the winsome wild things are In
love--
Is any one else, Dear Heart?
--Alice E. Allen, in October Lippin-
cott's.
Announteinentm.
Mists Blanehe Hills wi:1 entertain
the Entre None club on Monday after
noon at 2 o'cluels at her home on
North Ninth street, id compliment
to Mitre Nell Holland, a bride of the
week and president of the club, and
to Miss Helen lelpy. of Lawrence-
butg, the guest of Miss Halite Hisey.
She will enter with Mr. Province and
they will be preceded by the ribbon
bearers, little Misses Arline C,orbett
and Mary Terry Burnett. They will
wear dainty lingerie frocks of white
unrelieved by any color. There will
be no other attendants.
Following the ceremony Mr. and
Mrs. Boone will entertain with an
elaborate wedding reception from 9
to 11 o'clock, to which many invita-
tions have been issued.
Mr. and Mrs. Province wilt leave
at midnight for Washington and
points east. The bride's going-away
gown is a stylish green tailoied cloth
They will be at home at 436 South
Sixth street on their return.
To Locate in Richmond.
Mr. Cook Husbands left today for
Richmond, Va., to make his home.
He has accepted a permanent position
with the 0. E. Gregory Vinegar com-
pany there. Mrs. Husbands will join
hien in ten days. The departure from
Paducah of this universally popular
couple is deeply regretted. Their
circle of friends in their native ve
is unusually large. By virtue of (h ,
own personality as well as by right
of family, they have been leaders In
all the social pleasures here. It .will
be difficult for Paducah society to
adjust itself to life without them.
Beautiful Luncheon to Mrs. Hiker.
Mrs. Edmund Morrow Post and
Mrs. Mildred Fowler Datis gave ti
charming buffet luncheon today at 1
o'clock at the home of their mother.
The Delphic club will meet in reg- airs. Joseph H. Fowler. 619 Kentucky
ular weekly session on Tuesday avenue. Mrs. Letcher Riker, of Har-
morning at the Carnegie library and rodsburg, president of the Kentucky
ineseut the following deLghtful pro- Federation of Woman's clubs, was
gram: 11,t e guest of honor.
1. The Egyptian at Home. Indus-1 Invited to meet Mrs. hiker were:
trial Art—Mrs. William W. Powell:— ein executive board of the Woman's1
2. The Pyramid Kings (IV Dynes-,Club the officers of the Delphic club l a
t) /—Mrs. Louis M. Rieke.
3. Egyptian Art and Architecture.tKalosophIc club, Alumni association
!Magazine club, Matinee Musical club,i
Its Development. Definition of Humane anele.y,t the Regent of the -
THE PADUCAH EVENING SUN
6.t-q.r.rtralra'kratrwkr-okrakrdkr."'kestrwrewtr-'te-02,ed2f-Jkowtr-,Zratr-qp."
You are cordially inVited to Visit the Corset
Department of
L.73. Ogilvie 69 Co.
and aVail yourself of the serVices of the ex-
pert corset specialist
Miss Bessie/. Dunning
of the designing and fitting department of
the celebrated




THEY display admirably the rounded form,the long lines and the height of bust
suited to the season's modes.
They are the creation of the world's great-
est designer, not one shape, but a variety of
shapes for slender, medium and stout figures.
It correctly fitted, anyone can be corsetted




Reading of Alcephron (Letter
• Moore.
The Kalosophic club meets on
Friday morning at 10 o'clock at the
Woman's club house. Thg program
for discussion is:
1. Persian Wars—
Miss Annie May Yelser
2. The Spartan Period--Supretnacs
and Decline—Mrs. Vernon Blythe
3. Tbe Rise and Culmination , of
Theban Power.
4. Current Events—Miss Belle Cave
The educational department of the
Woman's club, Mrs. Henry Overby,
chairman, will meet on Friday after-
noon at three lock at the Wom-
an's club building, in regular month-
ly iteion.
Paducah chapter, Daughters of the
American Revolution, will meet on
Friday afternoon with Mrs. .R11 G.
• Boone, 308 South Sixth street. It
will be "Quaker Day" and the papers
will be presented by Mrs. Sallie Mor-
row, Mrs. George C. .Thompson and
Mrs. David G. Murrell.
The Art department of the Wom-
an's club. Miss Anna Webb. chair-
man, will meet on Saturday morn-
ing at 10 o'clock at th4 Woman's
,club building. Greek Sculpture w:11
be discussed under the following
heads: 1. Polyclites. 2. Scerrae,
Niobe Group. 3. Praxitiles.
Details of Holland-Province Wedding.
The marriage of Miss Nell Holland
and Mr. Paul W. Province will take
place on Wednesday evening at 8:10
o'clock at the home of the bride's
uncle and aunt. Mr. and Mrs. Eli G.
Boone, 308 South Sixth street. The
ceremony will be witnessed only by
the family and a limited number of
especial friends of the bridal couple.
The Rev. S. B. Moore, D. D. of the
First Christian church, will perform
the ceremony. The wedding music
will be played by an orchestra. The
color-motif of the decorations: will be
white and green.
The bride will wear a beautiful
French creation of imported hand-
made lace over chiffon over silk.
The gown was made in Paris. The
bridal veil will he caught with a dia-
mond and pearl heart, gift of bride.,
groom. The shower bouquet will be




Telephone — It's a safer
quicker messenger than a
be, or girl.,
Telephone—We ern get the
medicine or goods to you
quicker than your boy could
C9me to us.
Telephone-It saves walta,
trouble and expense. Try it.





Paducah chapter, Daughters of the
.kmerican Revolution, and president
of the Isadueah chapter Voited
Daughters of the Confederacy.
The state federation colors of blue
and gold were attractively empha-
sized in 'the decoration of the table.
The center-piece was a handsome can
delabdune yellow shaded. At the foer
corners of the table were vases of
sellow chrysanthemums. There were
decorated with knots of army blue
ribbon. The luncheon was an elab-
orate course affair.
Both Mrs. Post and Mrs. Davis are
prominent club women. Mrs. Post
Is third vice-president of the state
federation and *re. Davis is presi-
dent of the Delphic club, a member
of the federation. The luncheon was
an Informal but pretty compliment to
the state president.
—4—
Charming Afternoon Reception to
Honor Visitor'.
Mrs. Lillard Sanders recetves this
afternoon from 4 to G o' lock at her
house on South Sixth street In honor
of Mrs. Letcher Riker. of Harrods-
burg, president of the Kentucky fed-
eration of Woman's clubs, and Miss
Helen Ripy. of Lawrenceburg, who
is the guest of Miss Halite Ilisey.
The house is a charming reflection
of the beauty 'of the Autumn s,ea.son.
In the library the dominant note
is red and red dahlias are usen
througifout in the room's pretty dec-
oration.
The dining room is a golden glow
of yellow chrysanthemums effective-
ly arranged.
Coffee is served in the clots, den.
whith with its ferns, trailing vines
and autumn leaves has a charming
effect of the woods.
Receiving with Mrs. Sanders are:
Mrs. Letcher Riker, of Harrods-
burg, Miss He:en Ripy, of Lawrence-
burg; Mrs. James A. .Rudy. Miss
Hattie Hisey, Mrs. James Bettshares,
Mrs. Hughes McKnight, Mrs. James
Campbell Flournoy, Mrs. Edmund
M. Poet, Mrs. John W. Scott. In
the dining room are: Mrs. Edwin
Rivers, Mrs. George Flournoy, Mrs.
Lela Wade Lewis, Miss Mildred Ter-
rell, Miss Ethel Morrow.
At the coffee table Mrs. Vickie
Voris is seated and assisting her in
thesten are: Mrs. David Flournoy.
Misses Nell Holland, Sarah Sanders
and Marjorie Scott.
—0--
Mrs. Riker at Woman's Club,
Mrs. Letcher sin:Iran Riker, of Har-
zodsburg, president of the Kentucky
Fetierittion of Women's clubs, ad-
dressed the various clubs of the city
on Friday afternoon at the Woman's
club building. She was heard by a
most representatiye audience of Pa-
ducah Women, members of the five
federated clubs, Delphic, Magazine,
Matinee Musical, Kalosophic and Wo-
man's club; the Alumni Association
and a number of prominent club wo-
men from the neighboring towns.
'Mrs. Riker is • woman of striking
personality, ball, commanding and
gracious, with woman's divinest gift
a most charming voice. Her addrese
was more in the nature of an inform-
al talk with her fellow-workers on
the different aspects of federative
work. While aeknowledging the im-
1
portance of each department she said
they were so akin in parts that they
often touched. She 'spoke especially
of the great work of the Civics sec-
tion and the untold possibilitlee 01)(117
ing tlefore it. most especially did she
stress the educational work, though
and the great campaign on which
Kentucky's federated clubs have en-
/
tered this year for "the betterment
of schools." This is the slogan for
19,07-1911 S. She said that while
Kentucky took low rank in educa-
tion status, below most or the states.
she stood higher than most in the
rank of her educated people, her peo-
ple of culture, whose English was
said to be the purest spoken any-
where. This only made the noblesse
oblige greater; the responsibility of
the cultured club women to raise the
status of education higher.
Mrs. Riker made gracious refer-
ence to Paducah. her clubs, the beau-;
tiful club house, and the charming ,
itnpreintion her women had wade at
Shelbyville last June. She said the
Paducah women were a perfect reve-
lation to the womenof the other sec-
tious, so seldom had thee met any
from this end of the state. This was
what federation meant and was do-
ing, bringing all within touch of each
other, the greater the knowledge the
greater the bond. She gave a touch-
ing illustration of a young girt visit-
ing in the mountain section of the
state, to whom the old mountaineer
said "Yes, we need you up here, but
yau need us, too. We ail need each
other."
Among the out-of-town club wom-
en present to hear and meet Mrs.
Riker were: Mrs. R. A. Hester, Mrs.
John Biallock. Mrs. J. R. Lemon
representing the Mayfield Woman's
club; Mesdames R. L. Dacus. G. L
Major W. L. ,Reynolds, J. C. Brann, T
H. Weeks, of the Fulton Fortnightly
club; and 'Mrs. Jacob Corbett, of the
Wickliffe Woman's "tub.
A reception In honor of Mrs. Riker
was held in the library of Ne clut.
at the close of the address. The
room, charming with the quaint
green colt:inlet furniture, was effec-
tively decorated in white chrysanthe-
mums and ferns. Mrs. James A
 VIIIMMONmems.
Rudy, president of the chrb, presented'
Mrs. Riker, and was assisted in re-
(eiving by: Mrs. Ethridge Palmer,
first vice pr•slilent; Mrs. James
Campbell Flourmo, second vice pres-
ident; Mrs. Edmond M. Post, third
vice president of the state federation;
Mrs. Mildred Davis, president of the
Delphic club; Mrs. Louis M. Rieke
president of the Alumni Association;
Miss Anna Webb. president of the
Magazine club: Mrs. Hubbard S
Wells, president of the Matinee Mus-
ical club: Miss Ethel Morrow, acting
president of the Kalosophic club:
Miss Helen Lowry, of the state civil
service committee; Mrs. Hobert B
Phillips, of the state forestry com-
mitee; Dr. Delia Caldwell, of the
sate pure food committee.
In the dining room coffee and light
refreshments were served. The table
eith its white cover, artistic center-
piece of yellow chrysanthemums and
ferns, and yellow shaded candelabra
tarried out the club colors, white
green and gold, very effectively. Mrs
George C. Wallace and Mrs. Jacob
Wallerstein poured the coffee and
were assisted by Mrs. Charles Miter
Mrs. Frank Fisher. Mrs. George
Hournoy. Miss Virginia Newell, Miss
Ilallie Hisey, Miss Helen Ripy. of
Lawrenceburg, and Miss Belle Cave
Mrs. Museoe Burnett and Mrs. Eli
G. Boone presided at the guest book,
in the upper hall.
The Woman's chtb was hostess to
the other clubs in Pacinceh and from
the surrounding towns.
—.9--
Pretty Five Hundred LuT.,n for
Visitors.
Mrs Paul Dysart was the hostess
at an informal five hundred-lunch-
eon on Tuesday afternoon at her
home, 203 Fountain avenue, In com-
pliment to Mrs. Walter Stegall. of
Jackson, Tenn . the guest of Mrs
“For adventure to make you sit stark,
.staring awake till cock-crow, for ro-
mance to bind you fast in fetters of
deepest fascination, foT mystery to
tantalize, baffle and goad you, read
BLINDFOLDED
By Earle Ashley Walcott
The puzzle is presented at the jump,
and as it unravels, seems to grow all
the more complex. In lure of love, in
vigor of events, in mystery of mystery,
it would be hard to surpass this story,
so unusual and so strange."
Ch-:'e'land Plain Dealer.
This Story Begins Monday.
James E. English. The first prize:a
handsome silver fork, was won by,
Mrs. J. C. Flournoy. The e guest
prize, a pretty gold hat pin, went to
Mrs. Stegall. The house was effec-
tively decorated with yellow chrysan-
themums, and the pretty two-course
luncheon carted out the yellow color-
ssheme. Mrs. Dysart's guests were:
Mrs. Walter Stegall, of Jackson.
!Tenn.; Mrs. James E. English, Mrs
IFred Rudy, Mrs. James Campbell
Flournoy, Mrs. George B. Hart, Mrs.
ILuke Russell, Mrs. Clateuce Sherrill
Mrs. Hubbard Wells, Mrs. George
Exalt, Mrs. Carrie Ellis, Mrs. Thomas
Leech, Mrs. W. A. Gardner.
--4111--
Mrs. Riker Guest of Honor,
Mrs. Letcher Simrall Riker. of
Harrodsburg, president of the Ken-
tucky Federation Woman's clubs, is
the guest this week of Mrs. James A.
Rudy, the president of the Paducah
Woman's club. Mrs. Riker arrived
on Thursday evening at 6 o'clock and
her few days' visit has been an almost
unceasing round of social honors to
Mrs. Riker. It is her first %lett to
Paducah and she has made a most
delightful impression by her agree-
able personality, smpathetic and
brilliant mentality.
On Thursday night from 8:30 to
11 o'clock Mr. and Mrs. James A.
Rudy entertained with a reception,
iotroducing Mrs. Riker. It was most
beautiful in all of its details. The
Paduceh Woman's club colors of
green, gold and white, were carried
out most effectively In the decoration
of the rooms, with their prodigal
profusion of ferns, yellow and white
chrysanthemums, and in the attract-
ive course-luncheon. Mrs. Rudy's re-
ceiving party In the various rooms
were: Mr. and Mrs. Muscoe Burnett,
Mr. and Mrs. Louis Rieke, Mr. and
Mrs. Robert-Phillips. Mr. and Mrs.
Henry Rudy, Mr. and Mrs. Charles
Meer, Mr. and Mrs. Edward Bring-
hurst, Mr. and Mrs. Thomas Leech,
Dr. and Mrs. Lillatd Sanders, Mrs.
Ethridge Palmer, Mrs. Edmund Post,
Mrs. Mildred Davis, Mrs. Armour
Gardner, Mrs. Fred Rudy, Mrs. Julia
McCuen, 'Mrs. Charles James. Mrs.
Hughes— McKnight; Misses Anna
Webb, Claribel Rieke, Retta Hatfield.
Cora Lee Wortharn. of Hugo. I. T.:
Nell& Hatfield, Mania Cobb: Dr. W.
E. (save. Mr. Charles F. Rieke.
The many beautiful women present
and elegant costumes added to the
brilliancy of the occasion.
Magazine ildb.
Mrs. Ve.rnon Blythe was the hos-
tess of the Magazine club on Thurs-
day afternoon at her home on North
Seventh street. It was a very de-
lightful meeting. Several of the Oc-
tober magazines were interestingly
featured. From the Outlook Miss
Frances Gould discussed "The Influ-
ence of Christianity In China" and
Mrs. Saunders A. .Fowler told of the
"Influence of Confusclaniem in
China." Mrs. Hal Corbett gave a
clever story from the Century's lie-
Hon. The North American Review
was discussed by Miss Anna Webb
and Miss Helen Lowry. Miss Webb
gave an article on "Esperanto." the
universal language and Miss Lowry
reviewed William Dean Howell's
criticism of Henry Arthur Jones. At
the business meeting MIPS Ora Leigh
was elected to the place of Mrs. Hen
ry Overby, who has resigned. Miss
.lulta Scott's resignation was pre-
sentedand her enceessor,will. be elect
ed at the next meeting. Miss Scott
Is spending the winter in Washing-
ton, D. C.
An attractive course-luncheon was
•
served In the dining room, where the
guests were seated at a long table
and several small ones.. The center
piece of the long table was a pretty
Autumn idea of a pumpkin filled
with fruit. Mrs . Naar. Shelby Dal-
lam, of Texas, and Miss Helen Ripy.
of Lawrenceburg, were the out-of-
town guests. .
F:ntre Nous (lab.
The Entre Nous club teorganised
this week for the winter. The meet-
ing ,was held on FricLay morning with
KIPS Lille May Winstead, 629 Wash-
ington street. Miss Nell Holband
was made president, and Miss Phil-
Bette Hughes was elected to member-
ship in the club. The meetings will
be held weekly as heretofore and the
first will be on Monday afternoon
with Miss Blanche Hills, 320 North
Ninth street.
The club is a social one and IsSee
solisPosed of fourteen members who
are among the most charming of the
young society girls. The; are: WS
Henry Rudy, Miss Nell Holland, Miss
Lillie May Winstead, Miss Ethel
firooie, Miss Mary Scott, Miss
Blanche Hills, Miss Franees Wallace
Miss Phillippa Hughes, Miss Corinne
Winstead, Miss May Owen, Miss
Sarah Sanders, St4ss Marjorie BaithY
Miss Frances Terrell, Miss Robbie
Loving.
Matinee Muskat I Sub.
The Matinee Musical club held a
delightful meting on Wednesday af-
ternoon at the %%Oman's club house.
Mrs. Samuel H. Winstead and Miss
Adah Brazelton were the leaders and
a roost &tractive Rubenstein and
Paderewski program was rendered
Taking part In the must-al prograni
weree Mrs. James Weille, Mrs
David Flournoy, Mrs. Gorge B
Hart, Mrs. Lela Lewis. Miss Caroline
Ham, Miss Mamie Dreyfuss, Miss
litabelle Mohan, Messrs. Emmett Bag-
by and Richard Scott. Mrs. Edwin
Rivers gave the biographical sketches
and Miss Alice Comptot. diecussed




Miss Witte Mai Thomas, 1115 Jack-
son street, entertained very pleasant-
ly on Tuesday evening complimentary
to ,Miss Maggie Veep, who left on
Thursday for California to spend
the winter with her sister, Mrs. G.
Lemke Thompson, of Los Angeles.
The guests' were entertained with
games -and light refreshments were
served.
Kalotrophic ('huh.
The Kalosophic club held a pleas
ant meeting .on Friday triornIng in
the reception committee room of the
Woman's club house. The Horn-
erbr Age of Greece was discussed
very cleverly as followe: "Life of
Homer." Mimi Philippa Hughes; "The
Odyssey." Mies Car:ine Sowell,
"Music of the Early Greeks," Miss
Lillie May Winstead.. Miss Mar-
jorie Scott presented "Current
Events." After the regular pro-
gram, Mrs. Letcher Riker, state pres-
ident of the Woman's clubs. was pre-
eented and made a delightful little
talk on federation work to the club
which has just become a member,
and is the youngeet in the state..
--e--
D. A. K. Foentala Day.
,Monday, November 11, bits been set
amide by Pedticah chapter, D‘a, lighters
of the American RevoIntion, am "D.
A. R. Memorial Fountain Day," and
the nultbbers will seek to raise the
balance of r • • .nd by an
active canvass on that day among the
business men. Only one dollar will
be asked for and it is hoped that the
entire amount will be raised without
trouble. The sum is small and will
tax no one, and to complete the
amount needed this way will mean a
releatee. from the entail of entertain-
ments and other measures. The
fountain will be an ornament to the
city and one dollar is a light sum to
gratify civic pride.
Delphic Club,
An interesting meeting of the Del-
phic club was held on Tuesday morn-
ing at the Carnegie library. The
leading cities of the old Memphian
kingdom of Egypt was agreeably
featured by Mrs. Mildred- Davis and
Mrs. Robert B. Phillips. Mrs. Id-
mund M Post gave a graphic account
the sphinx of (Bach.
t`reserndo (lab.
The Crescendo club held its regular
bi-weekly meeting on Thursday after-
noon at 4:15 o'clock at the Woman's
club house, 608 Kentucky avenue. A
pleasant miscellaneous program was
presented by a number of the mem-
bers, Misses Hazel Rhodes and Floe.
sie Craig arranged the psogram
Delightful Literary Meeting.
The literary department. of the
NS'oman's club had a very delightful
George Bernard Shaw morning on
Friday at the club bVIding. "The
Life and Critics of Shaw" was given
by Miss Mettle Fowler very attract-
ively. MISS Helen Lowry presented
"Life Problems and Dramatic Art of
Shaw" very vividly. Mrs. Riker, the
state president, was present ana
made a happy little talk on some of
the lines of literary club work Mrs.
Moscoe Burnett, the chairman, pre-
sided.
About People,
Miss Ella B. Wilhelm, North Fifth
street, returned from a two-months'
stay its Aeheville, N. C., where her
mother, Mrs. .James E. Wilhelm, is
for her health.
Miss Mlanie Ratcliffe left this
week for a several weeks' stay in
central and tipper Kentucky, She
will visit her friend. Mrs. Strauss-
man, in Winchester and will spend
some time In Louisville.
Mrs. Isaac Shelby Dallam. of Pal-
estine, Texas, is the guest of her sis-
ters-In-law, Mrs. William W. Powell,
615 Broadway. and Mrs. Lawrence
Dallam..103 Fountain Avenue. Mrs.
allam was formerly Miss N.aunie
Roldon. of Paducah, and has s host
of friends here.
Mrs. Walter Stegall, of Jackson,
Tenn., is the guest of Mrs. James E.
English, 215 Fountain Avenue. She
is pleasantly remembered here from
previous visit as Miss Georgia NS'ood
of Lexington, Tenn.
Impossible Work,
He went down and bravely, lie re-
mained on the bottom some minutes
then he signaled Impatiently to he
drawn up. They drew tam up and be
motioned for them to remove his
hemlet. As they started to do this
the foreman said: "What is the mat-
ter, Mike?" "Take the durn lid off
me," he replied. "I'm dome wid div-
in'." -"Why?" asked the foreman.
"l's never worruk," was the excited
answer "it any job where I (Isn't
spit oa me h la
Dispatch.
 view
filsbacatbe floe The So%
WILL THEY STEAL IT?
The following paragraph from the
Payne Sr Young t`hlrage and New letter of a former Kentuckian to TheYork repreeentatIvea.
Sun, reflects the opinion of lots of
Kentuckians on the ground.—that the I'll)
gang at Frankfort will steal the (Se
eon this fall :n any event T
the writer:
"In the state race, I should like to
see Wilson win, but I'm too pessi-''' it
r.mistic. I suppose, to believe that he ght
Ill The Republicans have used 'isseas H. 
Paynter acre cl1sappoint-
.
. •— everything from verbal nitro-glyeer- rot hearing an o-ator they 
were
pleased with the cLitnity which char-
aeterized the speech throughout.
Senator Paynter was introduced
by T. B. Harrison. Democratic nomi-
nee for mayor, who used about fifteen
minutes' time in his introdutory
2 remarks. Mr. Harrison was born and
8  reared in Lewis county, the home of
SlTURDAY, OCTOBER 26.
CI Ittl I, 1,TION ST ITEMENT.
Se1,tember—si907
3S97 16 . . _3910
3908 17  3895
4 374 18 3893
5 3880 19 , . 3895
6 3499 20 . . 3905
7 3922 21   3898
9 3913 23  3900








in the preparations, the aseen- In his reference to state affairs
average for September, 1907..3,902 .'suns, or the remarkable flights{ Senator Paynter gave the Democratic
Average for September, 1906...3,939 through the air, says the Globe-Dern-' administration credit for the estab-
Personally appeared before me. this
ocrat. The result under the rulesdlishment of the home for the Con-
October 1, 1907, R. D Mechelen,
was so evenly balanced that the offi-Ifederate so:dier, for the appropria-business manager of The Sun, who 
decision had to be awaited. ItItion for the maintenance of the Ken-affirms that the above statement of 'la'
was decided!) not a race in which one tusky Children's Home society. He tompliment, the first of its kind e‘erthe circulation of The Sun for the,
month of September, 1907. is true to. was first and
the rest nowhere. Each charged the Republican party with paid here to a woman. As the sol-
the best of his knowledge and beEef. of the balloons made a good voyagelhypocrlay, in charging that there had diem marched by the reviewing point
PETER PURYEAR, Notary Public_ :and several baited only at 
the edge ,.teen graft in the administration of the command was given "eyes right."
My commission expires Januar 22. of the Atlantic. If the American bal-, he state's affairs, for 
the reason that They turned their heads and lookedy '
1908. loon that descended in Canada had 'here had been 
graft in the states into the smiling face of Miss Gould
 kept on It would have had the ad ;that are under Republican manage- She showed plainly that she felt the
Daily Thought. 
vantage of the greatest reach of land. merit. In this counection he did not high compliment conveyed.
Habit is ten times nature. 
Wel-ito the east, and might not only have, once deny that there has been graft
11EW.Vitit a 110Ati.
There is one angry negro in
Paducah. Having bought up
 • 25 regietration ceienieates
from that many uegroes he sent
to the Republiean papyr, US the
stet"- goes, and asked that they
be cashed. Though he recalled
to the management the fact that
the paper had advertised to pay
that much for the name of each
and every man who had odd his
certificate and the same money
for the name of the buyer, he
got only A cold smile for his
work. Not a single cent could
be get for the whole 25 certifi-
cates and he is-out his purchase
money. He now understands
that he is not amenable to
law and that no law Will touch
the buyer of such certificates and
that the $2.5 offer ssas only a
"stiff," "a game of bluff," a
mere "bugaboo." The darker,
who sold their certificates may
lose their votes, Just as On. spec-
ulator lost his investment less
the 25 cents apiece paid him by ,
H sympathetic 'tempers( for the
let pe rs.—N VC S. Della )4* rat .
So far as that statement infers
that any such incident took place
in The Sun office or Republican
headquarters or elsewhere that
we have any knoaledge of, is a
barefaced lie, intended to en-
courage traffic in reeistration
certificates. Hut if the News-
Democrat will publish the name
of that "sympathetic Democrat,"
who amid 25 cents apiece, we'll
prosecute him.
SOLDIERS HONOR HELEN GOULD.
-- —
Give Her Reception of a General 001,
('er at Eort Lesiveneortit.
lington
won the race but broken all reeorda in the management of Kentucky
 las to distanee traveled by any balloon 1,
iThe world's long-distance record is'THE REPUBLICAN TICKET the only one that stands. All the rest)
For Governor—Augustus were disposed of by the international'
son, of Louisville irace of this week which, as a whole,'
For Lieutenant Goveruor—W H. was incomparably ahead of any 0th'!
)ox, of Mason county. er. America's long-distance mark.,
For Attorney General—James,which had stood for forty-eight years
Breathitt. of Christian county .was surpassed by several this week.
For Auditor— Frank P Ismee, 0 !and both the average performances'
Mercer county 
of the balloons and the enduranee.
.we're far greater in 1907 than In:
For Treasurer— Capt Mises Far- .
.ey. of McCracken county
For Secretary of Stat. - 
191,54.6e1.eral of the balloorists in this
,
-axes competition aimed to reach
L. Bruner, of Hart cote w York City, and came near doing
For Superintendent P ,Slis 1r a fact impressing the ilea that the
etructioe- J S ere Abe, of S4'3 11,gas balloon of the best type Is morel
sounty _dirigible than is supposed. It is. when
For Commissioner of Agraulturit icapably run, a delicately bat:strived ma -
1
--N. C. Rankin of Henry county chine that responds at a touch to
currents and weights. An In- 1 eFor Clerk of Court of Appeals— var-vtnif
:stant's release of gas 'causes it to!Napier Adams of Pulaski county
0 ige: descend. and a handful of Rand t
For Legislature---elleorge






affairs, neither did he give Mr. Will-
son credit for sat Mg that what the
Democratic party was to Pennsyl-
vania and other Republican states,
the Republican party was to Ken-
tucky.
The speaker failed to arouse any
great amount of enthusiasm except
when his reference to local affairs
ens made, a numher of the faithful
a Acre statioeed in the small au-
' s r fed the ipplause.
CULLEYS DEFEAT MURRAY
IN SIAM' GAME.
.he Culleys defeated a special
t. am from Murray yesterday 
after:-.on with ease. the score being 32
to 0. The visitors were unable to do
Fort Leavenworth, Kan.. Oct. 26 —
Miss Helen Gould was accorded the
honors of a general officer of the
American army post in the review of
troops today. She appreciated the
-------
YO1' DON'T HAVE TO WALT
Every Anse makes you leeineater Laa.pra
keeps your whole 'netting right Sold on the
money-back plan everywnere. Mae SO cents
LESITA NIA AGAIN CUTS TIME
Cunarder Takes Five and One-Half
Hours From Eastern Record.
- - —
Queenstown. Oct. 26 -- The Cunard
line steamer Lusltania arrived here
at 9:30 o'clock this evening. She
1
Mtli111.223tifilal=e_Sales.S.asitisteLstsrSers
A MAN IN MINNESOTA
REPLIES TO A SUN WANT AD
One in Marion, Ky., Replies to the same One.
FOR RENT—Fine farm about 3 miles from city. Good
house and out buildings. Apply to 309 Broadway. T. E.
Lydon.
A gentleman in Frontenac, Minn., replicd to the ad.
above, which is quite out of the ordinary. Mr. Lydon re-
ceived a letter from him this week making inquiries about
the farm, and he also had one reply, out of a great nuriber
of others, from a man in Marion, Ky.
The moral to this is: The Sun's want ads are effective--
they certainly are wide reaching.
111111111111111111111.
COUNTY TEACHERS
WILL MEET IIAT SATURDAY Al
LIBERTY RIDGE.
Same Program in Every County in
First Isistriet—The District
Meeting,
The McCracken County Teachers'
association will meet neil Saturday
at Liberty Ridge school house and a
large attendance is exepcted, as the
subjects for discussion are in line
with the ones that will be presented
at the meeting of the First District
Educational association at Mayfield
November 29 and 30, carried out in
every county in the district Saturday.
The program is as follows:
Religious Exercises.
What the Last Legielature Did to
Public Education—W. A. aliddleton
and George Orr,
What Influence 1, as a Teacher,
May Have With the Next Legiatla-
ture—Dora Draffen and K. Finley.
County Board of Trustees vs. Pres-
ent Plan—J. W. Hughes, Leslie Alex-
passage has been 4 days 22anything with the locals, who show- time of Path Chambers—Ada Long, Dora
.c1 superior knowledge of the game
from start to finish. Every play of
he locals was accompanied by dash
snd vim, and completely took the
I aeronaut knows the air currents as s
James P snelth they overlay and overlap each otheell
Arthur Y Martin and as they shift from time to time,:t
John J Dorian he can regulate the course to a eon-'
George I.ehnhard alderable extent. Both the German! Niusical lustrunu•nt trrIves.
City Jailer George andrecht and French balloonists who r a- het'1 %ri electric band "Instrument has
City Tax Assessor . Harlan Griffet the most easterly points in the rate,b en received here by Manager E. W
Stumbaugh. of the skating rink. and ramp at Casab'anca an unexploded these' stories and anecdotes. For sale
shell, and wisbing to find out how
It "worked- they summoned their
most profilent armorer, who, al-
though he knows everything about
hand guns, is most ignorant in regard
to projeetsiles. This man thought
that the best means of opening the
,hell a.as to use a hammer. At the
second blow the Filen exploded, kill- St. Petersburg, Oct. 2-s—A sup-brig and wounding many of the Moors, posed plot against the life of theIii% eho were crowded around him. ---1 czar haebeen frustrated by the wed-
!dental discovery of preparations to
Since Pius X was elevated to the , undermine the railway near Tsar-





P. U Faint e.,•ste „at,
I PA TuN, f L' •
lintered at the postor dassik,
Ky,, as second etas r.
111411010CRIPTION HATIOSI
Tin, 0411,5 nt at
y carrier. pet week ..... .15ir
jr matt: per m.,ntla In ilitiv WWII... U
mall pet year. In atIvanc•••-•11.10
ruse is EKE 1.1( Stir
Per year. t.y mall, p.mtaere paid $1.00
Address THE 81'N, Paducah. Ky.
Offiew, 114 South Thtrd Phone tie
the estate wheal It caLtit' 1:itu
Smith's hands.
Now, just one word further. Thls
kind of campeign has gone f.
spough. If it is not r stopped, thr
Ott may he turned on Tom Hats-
es, and his ehoictiet intinstes
esi ilea! allies, and, as Presidsst
:,,eiseve'a puts it. the man, who turns
on the light will not be responsible
for what the light reveals.
Let us be decent In this campaign.
Remember, we all have to live to-
gether in Paducah after the election
is over.
THE suN f&Ii be found at tke fOL0W-
08 obs,es:
R. fs. carn,ente a Ca.
Van Cully Bros.




tilted Statos Senator Spoke at
Cuurt House Last Night
411 :11.slat3 LABE
QsaCee 
me to brotherly love in their state
eampaigns, but without suitcess, ex-
cept in one or two instances when
the Democrats did not expect their
resentment to result In such a disas-
ter to themselves as it did. But
even if you win they'll steal it.
They'll still have enough in the legis-
lature to do that. If they want to;
filch the election there's nothing
easier than doing it under the pres-
ent election law."
Mr. Poynter, and it was naturally
expected that the senator would
:rake a plea for his support. How-
"ver, the ker's reference to local
affairs was short and he soon drift-s -
led off into a, discusion of state issues,
.3902 TIIE BALLOONING TRIUMPH. land finally got onto the Philippine
q3900 A finish so close as to be dramatic uestion. Before he finished he en-
.3900 Intensifies the interest of the world tors(' lien an exposition of the cause
. 3899 In the international balloon races and results of the Boer. war. The
38" held at St. Louis and managed so -peaker did not stoop to a mention
ably that no incident or bitch occur: of the race question.
 97,548
While Partisan and Prejudice, Hatred
and Abuse Were Notably Absent
From His Statement.
Aidermen—T C Leech Harr% R seem to hese prepared the r maehisr, ;(
arefuliy for erekurance, and tcHank, G M Gehlechissater Jr C
made the most of the resourees of
H. ChamblIn. W T Miller
:maneuvering at different heights.!
Councilmen—First ward, et C. Dn'iespecially towartrthe end. But for.
vall; Second ward, A. E. Young; the danger of going out to sea they
Third ward, C. L. Van Meter; would have arrived at New York
Fourth ward. F. S. Johnston; City in an hour or two more. If the!
Fifth ward, Frank Mayer, T. E ,atmospheric currents were more fully
Ford; Sixth ward, ' ,known it would he quite possible to
Schmid Trustees—First ward, W M.,conduct a St. Louis to New York aer-'
Karnes; Second ward W J. Hills; ial line with a reasonable assurance:
Third ward, 14. S Wells and that it would seldom fail to make its;
J. H. Garrison; Fourth ward. destination. A ship is roe the sport
Dr. C._ G.' Warner and C. G. Kelly; of the winds, nor is a - balloon, if eon
Fifth ward, I. 0. Walker; Sixth structed and officered like those in
the now historic St. Louis race.ward, J. C. Farley and Ed Morris.
- The utility of such races is fully
confirmed. Balloone have established
SOME DIRTY TACTICS. their merit in military operations.
With brazen effrontery, and wi:h- and are moving into their rightful
Out the semblance of apology, the place for commercial purposes and
News-Democrat editorially admitted recreative pleasure. Their safety un-
last night, that it had lied the night der proper conditions has just been
e ore a On ernes . , an(
notably demonstrated. In speed they
sea attempted to eonvert a half-truth 
practically equal an express train
into semblance of fact, to holster up
They have emerged front the stage ofits falsehodd then 24 hours tenant of a toy for the ad-v-enturous and athe memory of its readerits—Thurs-
'mere cariosity. A future of useful-rday night it printed many extras,
over the-neS8 is before them. The motor air ii-which it scattered liberally ,ever 
fleas
experiments at St. Louis havecity, and the edition contained the
been interesting and arove—progresseditorial statern-ent. - unqualified. In
any way, that -"Mr.. Smith is the
owner of five saloons."
Last night the News-Deno:Kral fol-
lowed with this falsehood:' 
with the greatest internation"As has been smsgested .and will
al balloon_races as well as the great-probably be stated in the Republican
'est International exposition. Thereorgan, this afternoon, Mr. Smith may
are powerful reasons why St. Louisnot, practieady speaking. • own the
should, be considered the best balloon-five saloons credited to him. but the
ing center in the world. It has theproprietor of each Is a lessee of his,
geographical advantages and offersand as the busineite of each prospers,
the needed facilitiea In the best form,
haters by surprise. Twenty-two
mints wereernade by the locals in
he first half,
NOT DENY GR.VET CHARGE.
e nut:tense of 2e0 pecple which
out to the court house last
to hear United States Senatot
still be iniatalled immediately. It is
Millar to those instruments seen in
carnivals. It is provided with horns
and is played by a series nit bellows.
The instrument cost $3,500.
In the same measure it is natural to
suppose, will Mr. Smith's interests
thrive. One naturally depends upon
the attar."
:The News-Democrat's anticipation
Was faulty. The Sun did not state
anything except that the News-Demo-
crat falsified, and it was happily cor-•
roborated by the contemporaneous
admission of the publication itself,
in that department also. This city is
glad to Wive performed its important-
part in a manner that gives the most
eomplete satisfaction. It now stands
-e--
Divided Power.
The stranded automobilist was
working over his car.
Up came a sarcastic follower of the
plow.
"How many horsepower is she?" h.
mirthfully inquired.
"Sixty," replied the aatoroobilfet
We have only this further cam- "Then by heck, why don't she go?
relent to add;-. the explanatIou. "Because- say —Wend,- tinkly a re
be the News-Democrat is _Met as hag pulling each way.."—Cleveland Plato
and deliberate a falsehood as Its Dealer, briefly how. and %he. I ran cure them and tide:" and it "boots not" to
_ ....






The new shades in neck-
wear am beautiful browns, in
allumber of different shades
blues, grays, hell& and other
pretty patterns.
They come in four-in-hands
—the new narrow widths and
clubs and are patterns con-
fined to us
Just look- in our windows,
or what is -better still, drew
in tonight and get three or
four.
The prIcss are front Site up.
has broken the beet previous eastern!
record. The best previous record'
Ifrom New York to Queenstown was'
5 days 4 hours and 19 minutes. mist
the Lueltania made herself on her:
Last run from New York. The Lug:-  lender, Onie M. Hill.
Utile cleared Sandy Hook lightship Dinner.
at 5:44 p. In. Saturday Net. Heri Our Duty to the State Normals.
hours and 46 minutes.
- -
"Mum Is the Word."
Chrysantheniums are now ripe; we
Keel.
The Minimum Salary of Teachers
—Ruble Knott, Byron Kirkpatrick.
Beautlfling School Yards—R. L
have fine ones, both in pot plants and Neison, Dora Keel Lillie Knott.
in out bloom. Pot plants for 15c and
'X MARK TWAIN'S AUTOBIOGRAPHY.
it,g,ins Sunday, October 27th, in Chi-
'cam, Record-Herald and St. Louis Re-
During the recent struggle in Mor- His beat work saved for the
°cc° the Moors one day found in their Inst. You will want every scrap of
by newsboys in all parts of the city.
News dealers also.
UNEARTH PlAff AGAINST ('ZAR.
Two Discovered Undermining Tsar-
skoe-iielo Railway.
up. C. L. BRL SON & CO.
529 Broadway.
sontifleal throne. less than four
• skoe-Selo
,_sears ago, no fewer than fifteen car- '
The entrance to a tune a dis-
1 dinals ha‘e dird,
closed-Jut° which hunnemen descend-
ed and found two men engaged in
driving a shaft toward the railway.
I
They were arrested and handed over
It Is a New Diagnosis, a New Cure.
to the gendarmes at Tsarskoe-Sido,
Aptly Called "The Sane Treat
The prisoners had the plan of a mine
anent of Disease."
and telegrams asking how the work* Osteopathy is a method of blood-
lwas progressing,
less surgical manipulations to remove
INVESTIGATE OSTEOPATHY.
all (wan
any obstructions interfering with the
0100,(1)00 as Postal Damage..0 proper transference of nerve force• Washington, D. C., Oct. 25.—Theer the !lateral flow of the blood or
flttie.olovtheder fluids, to the ergan, or pa/1441
,
. Hartford, Conn., whIth had the con-
It liberates the inherent vital forces
turing stamped envelopes and news-, of the body—the forces willeb, when ,
sway, have the power -to gala and master General Meyer $100,000 as a
paper wrappertoday paid to Post-allowed their full and unobstructed
0
eords, allow nature to effect her own the contract.
of the failure to furnish paper up to
settlement for all damages by reason
1
maintain a state of physiological
.smilibrium or health. In other
a 
asres by a natural adjustment of -I
The power to heal is innate and ins Winnamae, Ind., Oct. 25—.0t.
Must Divide Salary..iis- disorder in the system.
!agreement that he-will divide his sal-fromherent, and cannot be introduced
any with the family of the late Sheriffwithout, And Osteopathy cures
Charles Ogleabe, C. M. Swisher hasby assisting and bringing into action
been appointed t sheriff of Pulaski,that power. The taking of drugs
county. Oglesby was killed by threedoes not add anything useful to the
robbers whom he was trying to an-
largely 
the contrary, the effects are
manifestations of the efforts rest.
• on the part of Nature to eject and
Attend Vehicle Convention.rid itself of the drugs, while the loss
of energy following is nothing but the Messrs. John Rehkopf and Silas
furthle. robbing of an a:ready low- Janes left today for Cincinnati to at-
ered vitality. . itend the annual vehicle dealers' con-
Osteopathy is especially effective in vention. , The convention begins on
Cases of liver, stomach and bowel dItl- Monday and lasts three days,
orate's, to _silsteb- Rade-Cab PeoPt--Itrit s ' 
415,041r B-RoAnwAv - sufferers. and I should like to tell yivu boots tatt to reglad both wind
----..
tolnistrator of an estate, collects rent The devil can beat any of us at the Dr. G. B. Froage, 516 Broadway. Mg when trying to being a business
from saloons, which were tenants of business of making fine sentiments. ""11111Ill'Ail11." 'Pm's, 1407. ,venture Into port.
1COLLARS FROM SKIMMED MILK.
Germattes Discovery Will Not Explode
Like Celluloid.
tVitehliagton, Oct. 26.—Wearers of
collars of the celluloid variety need
have no fear of bodily injury when
indulging in a quiet snioke after
sgalalith" is upon the market. "Gal-
alith" is mauufactured from skim-
med milk, freed from water, a Ger-
man discovery which pessesees the
characteristics of vulcanized India
rubber and celluloid, Is odorless and
not inflammable. It 5an be menu-
factred to sell at from 45 to 90
cents a poind. The pure article Is
transparent and can be colored in
imitation of ivory, tortoise shell, ants
ber, Marble, coral and nanny other
articles. It is not aft. , I , ,
lag in contact with oils, ether or
benzine;
13INIITATIONS PAY THE DEALER
A LARGER PROFIT,
otherwise you would neve^ be offered
a substitute when you ask for an ad-
vertised article. Imitations are not
advertised because they are not perm-
anent. For every genuine article
thsre are many imitations. The im-
itator -has no reputation to sustain--
the advertiser has. It stands to rea-
son that the advertised article is the
best, otherwise the public would not
buy_it and the advertising 'could not
be continued. When yciu ask for an
advertised article see that you get it.
Ecfuse Imitations.
The handsomest people are those
ho let happiness get into their faces.
TriE SI 1 LE StORE
---there will be music
at this store tonight, render-
ed by the Guthrie Store Or-
chestra. you are cordially
invited to come in and enjoy
the music.





One year or fifty years from now, your letters ia
other people's files will look as well as the day they
were received if they are Written on
CMDP@MAI3©MCD
COUPON BOND betters by age, because it is made slowly.
  You cannot hasten the process of paper -
inking and get as good a paper as by the old slow method. You
have to build a sheet of paper. That is why a blind man could
tell a ,$)feet of Coupon Bond in a reatil of other papers.
The : 'feel" would tell him the, character of the paper. 'Its
strength and surface would tell the story of slow, careful manu-
facture.
Back up Your Gray Matter With COUPON BOND
No paper is too good for letters that have to count. Try it. for
yourself. Make an experiment. Get a month's supply of
Coupon Bond from your printer and check up result&
The SUN Job Office






















































































I  IN TiII COURTS
alit. G. W. 1.1aE IS HERE GETTINti
F...1,..„i„,ed ,..„„( Eliciting. 
INEOltalATION.
IN CIRA'UIT cotirr.
Mr. and Mrs. Alfred CiaHer enter- A suit for divorce was filed in air-
tained at their beautiful home at cult court this afternoon by Lenort
Hurd Money last evening. Represents lailwary Department to Augustus agttittst her husband
Big li,DSi 011 ( .414110nti . , or FEll 11 k ii ugustus. The petition a..
ray, was in the city on legal Ultra- and besides absoluje diaorce, the wit. 
Stone & Webster.Attorney Rainey T. Wells, of Mur- leges cruel and inhuman treatmeni
IWO'S last night, asks for $7.100 a year alimony.
Mr, L. P. Holland, of Chicago. Ines- A judgment was entered again 
ident of the !O'er-Lord Tie company Mr. G. W. Lee, 
librarian for Stone the iate Mills company ordeRng ,
Is in the city visiting, the local offices & Webster, is in P
aducah seeming sale ;f property to settle a claim c'
of his company, data about 
conditions here. , le t he $..0, 4,0it front bond holders.
' Mr. IX W. Layton, president of the foreword of his 
book. "The Library
We have about 100 foot stools, made of finest Velvet Hillman Laud and Iron company, of and the Business 
Man." Mr. Lee sayal lit Bankruptcy.
and Axminster Carpet, in beautiful colors, very sub- Eddyville, was in the city today. 
for the company: i John P. Turner, a farmer of Hai
Mrs. Lillie Rieke Boyd, 1710 Ken- "In giving 
publicity to our library
stantially made, sewed with welt se
am .d n.Marshall county, filed a pethic'
lucky avenue, is suffering from a se. and its 
working  met
hods, we aim to in bankruptcy this morning, In whii
verely sprained ankle, sustained 
a show what library work can mean his liabilities are given at $242 wir
......)
Mr. henry Arena returned this 
to business houses. It k probably
ter equipped with statist kat and
true that libraries as a whole are bets!
technical literature than is 1 ?Ai e- A in the Marshall county circuit court
by the demand; and wa. hope
-"---
that a 'in favor of Mrs. Mary J. • Mathis. ot
assets of $628. It is stated that t'
tnent and eosts, enented. against
Indebteduess of $210 is for a I '
few days ago. • She will not be able
to leave her room for some time.
Alderman Earl Palmer returned
this morning from Chicago.
morning from Chicago. 
suggestion of how useful oar own NIarshall county. No other indebted-
appeal to resources without. mar A ti it per cent dividrotel was &-
library is to us and how widely WP-- ness listed.Miss Ethel Brooke returned this
morning front Memphis, Tenn., where
LOCAL NEWS 
Troops Ordered to Ch neyene Reser-
vation to Suppress Uprising. 
she attended a house party
home of Miss Ilene Caldwell during
at the; tend to promote a more gotten II prac-
tice of looking to attrariia as bust- E. Reariota. estate in Ref ei.,,,, ituitaya
elated ill fitvor of the creditors of the
--- the retinion of the Forrest 
cavalry;fleas aids. The recognition tq' their,court today. The total amount of
, 
A 
icommercial PossIbIlltle8 Will at vi a'nionety paid to the creditors by reit-
'i41-4, dr•rdr4 Washington, Oct. 26.--The 
tribe in that eity. Ithink, meet with a hearty response
of Ute Indians. ineludiug 600 per- Mrs. Joseph Lambert will leave tolfrom
-i s of the order will be about $12,-themse anlves, d
-For Dr. Pencitey ring 416. sons, which more than a year ago day for a week or ten days' visit to 
on50,0




es g %vothers. oila, thus .
y 
- ---
office 175. Lion in Ctah and created troub 
henent from the availabilit of larg"r
:e In Mr. and Mrs. Forrest Grimmer and DivOr
etY4 ( ;Misted.
-Dr. Gilbert. osteopath, 400 air Colorado and aVyotning by threaten- 
Mrs. Margaret Whitlock, lola Harri- the scopequestions that are beyond vor.e from William Martin and
t. resourv.cs 
for obtaining anawers to
' 
Emma Martin was granted a di-
Broadway. Phone 196. hag to ta
ke the warpath and raid son street, will leave next week for!
i • o
of the necessarily limited equipment Charlie Majors
-Farley & Fisher. veterinarians. 
 was divorced trot:
readies, is reported to have again Los Angeles, Cal., to spend the vile- •
broken out on the Cheyenne river ter. 
t of a private busineas library." Minilie Majors.
427 S. Third Old phone 1345; new In Boeton the company keeps a
reservation In South Dakota, %here; Mr. Dave Johnson. marshal of Hie ' .
phone 351. compete library of 
statistics about
the tribe was given temporary quar-1 town of Wingo. Graves county, was
-W's' have just received another ters. At the request of the seeretaryiln the ci•v today, 
the cities in which Its enterprises
lot of those beautiful White Wax D of the interior the war departmen
. a Mr. E. S. Diuguid. of Murray, is 
operate.e- 1
signs. Brune-Ian's, 529 Broadway. today ordered troops from Port+ in the city this afternoon.
-Best and cheapest. We rent bug- NEXT YEAR .aT I it aNKFO
RT.
Meade. S. D., to the scene of the 1)r. Hansbro. the dentist, has re- LUSITANI a LOWERa ALI,
res, carriages and horses separately, trouble, turned from Martinsville 1.nd„ where 
-as__
la le:if-ROUND 51111' RECORD:.
Presbyterial% SyllOd at Iloestaboro
he took the mud bath treatment for
rheumatism. 
Ha" Allif ,1111111.41.
SATURDAY, OCTOBER 20. THE PADUCAH EVENING SUN
fliAimpget,
Yoot 6too18
75c Yoot Mods kr 45e
1(our choice 45e
000 UTE INDIANS ON WAR PATH
Both phones 100. Copeland's stable, Colonel Downs, a special agent, is
419 Jefferson street. at the Cheyenne river reservation
--We give you better carriage and and a telegram was received from
better service for the money than him saying that the Utes had become
Is given by any transfer company In unruly and troops are needed. Fort! ,
America. Fine carriages for special' Meade is about 100 miles from till
omasions on short notice; also ele-'rege"ation, and It WM be nee"aar,
for the cavalry to make a, cross,
gent livery rigs. Palmer Transfer Co.
country "hike," as there is no rail-
--Forms for real estate agents for
road between the two points.
sale at this office.
-City subscribers to the Daily
GIRL STEALS: MAY (14) FREE.
Sun who wish the delivery of their
papers stopped must notify our col- Confewsor Theft From Goveritmenta
lectors or make the requests direct But Sentence. Is Suapentled, f
to The Sun office. No attention will
be paid to such orders when given Peoria, III., Oct. 26.1- The feciera:i
to carriers. Sun Publishing Co. grand jury today returned an indict-
-Place your orders for wedding meat against Miss 011ie Louisa Reed,
Invitations at home. The Sun is former money order clerk if the Pon-i
tit('postoffice, charging her with theshowing as great an assortment as
embezzlement of $1,000. Miss Reed:
you will find anywhere, at prices
pleaded guilty to the indictment, and!
much lower than you will have to sentence was suspended until the. Customer-How long have you lived
pay elsewhere. April term of court. Miss Reed was in tirla 'reuse?
- Loose Leaf Style in kodak and arrested last June and bound over. Sbotonaker I .ain't remember exact-
post-clird albums. Something entire- though the facts of her arrest had ly. Say, Bertha, bow much rent do we
ly new at R. D. Clements ft Co. been kept from the public. When owe?
-Mr. H. C. Hollins has left the the young woman faced the court
City for a few months. and I have ac- alai stood up awaiting sentence Judge 10 Lahore Strik
outset! an interest In his business and
An Easy Problem.
-A shipment of fine select oysters
. received fresh daily. Oyster stewI
- every Saturday night 8 to 12,
or only 10 Nints a bowl. Clean-
and nicest place in town. ape-
ial attention given to :ad:es. Peo-
le's restaurant. 119 South Third.
• -Extra fine Baltimore oysters.
yater and nab stall No. 55, market,
as/3r old phona 243.
There will be a meeting of the city
Sunday School Union on Friday night
sit_the F/Tet Christian church.
--See the artistic and beautiful
aarra_roloriat postal earths of Paducah
ehown by D. E. Wilson.
-Simon Niontegunter. 70 years
old. eolor.d, died at his residenee.
a .ishingion street.
Humphrey was nonplused. In thel 
, . The Champion Refining Co., Cleve-
shall look after it for him. Any in- afternoon she returned, but again the 
New Orleans, Oct. 26. --All of the members of the synod.  land. Ohio
formation with reference to any laborers on the river front here,
 nurn- third
 degree anti as kntght command- DAVENPORT for sale; 927 Broad.
judge could not muster courage n 
Frankfort was chosen as the next FOR SALE CHEAP- Desirable
branch of It will receive prompt at- f- berths about 10.000 men, who w
alked .ers 
of the court of honor. The fol. way . Phone 670.
tention if yon will call up The Sun 
sentence her. As the money has been out this to„roallt for a second time ayd t
place of meeting and the third Thrtra-ilowing Niasorar -were among those FOR RENT-Three rooms. APP.,' h • _ 13..
• property on South Fourth. Three
paid back. the action of the court is 
 in October wee set as the a e. elected to the Thfrty-th:rd degree: art7 N. Fifteenth. 
houses, numbers 42i, 431 and a.
office. Both phones 358. E. J. Pax- in the past few weeks. again returned
pot phinta or cut bloom, at Brunson's.
ton.
-Fine Chrysanthemums, either In settlemen
t of their difficulties with
to work this afternoon, pending a
amployers. 
RICH, GIVE EMPLOYES BUSINESS.
, 
!mew Albert Philip Gans anti William
I Dougias Va.bb Tennessec-Newton
Kentucky William Henry Bartholo- FOR, SALF.--Cheap, gasoline at,
FOR beams aud stovewood ring
3 engine, 
between Clark and Adams streets.
ners
Write to Mrs. C. A. Brenner. Herrin.
Ill. Box 306. or inquire at Joe orma
shoe shop. 126 1-2 Kentucky
529 Broadway. 
Ti. Broker. Turn Over (*omen' Copeland Richards. 417 F. Levin.





Perhaps you have seen and
read your glandmother's let-
ters, which were stored away
in an old trunk. From these
you might have judged her
ideas of taste and refinement.
Yours may be passed on
some day, so see to it that your
stationery portrays your good
taste. We have a new, beauti-
ful line which we enjoy show-
ing.
1Jrugglastal
Fifth iid lireadwty. Opp. Pear liege.
The number of rented farms in the
twelve southern counties of Wisconsin
has nearly doubled in ten years. This
is a matter of mutt Importance that
the department of political economy
of the University of Wisconsin will
make a special investigation as to the
causes.
You are waating affection if you
are pining for angels before you have
learned to love folks.
Here is a variety of
the new shapes in soft
felt All the new blocks
-every fact can be flat-
tered.
For the derby, the ex-
perirr.ental forms -- to
just feel of the taste of
the public.
The shape that meets
the approval of the
masses will become- the
winter style.
Agents for the De
Luxe $6 derby and the
Dunlap $5 derby.
2361.
_ avenue, for full particulars.
old phone E F, WANTD-or U. S. army: Able-
bodied unmarried men between ages
ram LOADS dry stove wood for of 21 and (-Oliveto; of the Unitel
quick delivery. Both phones 203. States, of good character and tern-
FOR SALE --Roll top desk with perate habits, who can speak, read
chair. Apply at this offiye. _ and write English. Men wanted now
• OR show cases and fsr 
service in Citba. For informatiot
- F one
2-story drug rase. Lane, 115 S 2d. apply to 
lit-crone!: Officer. New Rich-.
• mond house.. Paducah. KY.
F• ARM -FOR§A LE-70 acres __
NIGHT acilOol.- First month'sonrathird of the land in the gravel road. public school. J. M.
t.• of Durango Is held by Clarke. 1309 Jefferson street. 
, tuition fro., if )0u clip and maa or
present this notice within the nextmen. One estat.2 covers 11 FOR RENT-. Nice front room. five days Draughon's Practicx)
ci  hat h. etc . with or wit hout board. /111,i nes's ite•ornoratee1
.26 getmicky avenue. :11 1 t2 Ilroadoly. Padueah. OIl
TRY C. NICKELLS' best hand pbone asking f,r particulars of
-.awed, oak ruled half soles in city for thia retrial larlee cffor. If you desire.
lurability. Fourth and Washington. 'teat at end ef nit. lug nathIng.
ANY ONE -having old papers or or ?outline, at st,.. c,a1 ratc--$4
!ti RgaZi TIPS to give away idaasa rim; month.
It old phone or laa nevi plaifies
Wea, NT ED Roc it: s and boa rd
,t ins North Thad street. Refer- San la ant .
acts. ('apt, K ot,, I
liner C s. Inca. aith ;ink .1
h...re `oda\ •!;.i• 4 ii The
of Oetol.er in Iho h;e.
!Cot of .Ncajeta. lii, -•eanier Art,.
s. ill hi'll h S;I:N
Uhtt1 ttOtt .1,1111 NTa
rebel t :idea n I•1,:17*,1. 1,3t-r
in tit.'nieht a third kilat opprmAchiste.
and' bundled kindling front Johnaton- trio ,stcant.•r, bu t occupants well
Denker Coal Co. Both phones 203. not allowad ta board Masaanto i;
FOR SALE-- -Foirr rooan frame cot- actiaerl of haying salt.; ri at m! loot
lase. 517 Harahan boulevard; modern the. town of Sensonate last spring.
conveniences Apply on premises.
pox Bogo
C LOT HES
"[he Ala s ter traffmanshid:'
it s always false
economy to save
money at the expeme of
personal appearance; _
good clothes are worth
y% hat they cost.
The chief thing in buy-
ing is to pay just enough
to get the best; and not
too much.
That's the %holt. story
of cur Roxboro clothes;
the best clothes made;
and the most economi-
cilly priced.







And Avoid Bad Colds and other
sickness by poorly heated homes.
This is a True
Soot and Gas
Burner.
We say and guarantee
that no soot will be in
the stove or pipe after
the e n tire winter's
work.
Our line is complete in
sizes, finishes, designs,
quality and price.










Don't fail 2 C the Best Line
6E0. 0. HART & SONS CO.
:p, rate!
WANT ADS
t .it; -‘; t.
,isrnee: 7 rooms. loath sad LuLet.: a -
most new. J. C. Scutt, care L. B.
iiailvie & Co.
barber, is now with Atant & Morton.
FRANK JONES-Tile niiisician an-1
404 Bro,adaay, and would be pleased
(dined to accept the action of (be gen- ' Subst.ribera inserting want MU in to see all his old customers.
 For mu-
I The Litsi:ania experienced rough „The sun will kindly remember that sic call old phone 991-a.eral aaseMb'y and are preparing to weathm,'r and . obliged
file suits to secure possession of the!
cburch property. Judge W. r . Set- down
 its engines. Its average slier.: a" 
such
 " I" are to be l'aid far
%%hen the ad is inserted, the rule aP- ored Jersey cow. :eft horn gone. For
ESTRAYED or stolen: cream CO.
for the entire distance was 23.61 ,
ne, of the court of appeals, who has one without excels- reward return to Williams' grocery,knots. An atrial atatement isattell laying 
to every
taken a prominent part in the synod's (ion. Rowlandtoatt. or (tall new phoneIbe the Collard company points out
work, and who was a member of the!that. traveling agatust the sun, these' FOR KINDLING wood ring 2361, 
435-b.
consolidation committee of the Cum-'figures mean exceptionally fine steam- FOR SALE-A good milch and CLEANING AND PRESSING neat-
berland church. announced that heling. On a westward trip this would butter cow: 922 South Fourth, ly done. Satisfaction guaranteed.
would not it in any cases arising out.I mean a daily average of nearly 621.1 MITCHELLS for higa-grade Iicy- Work called for and delivered. Ore
knots.
Washington. Oct. 26.- letetest in 
ron,.R. F. D. .No. 2, phone 625-1. 462-a.
cies, 326-328 South Third street. trial is all I ask. James Duffy, South
__ ,__ .
1.01t S.NLE-- Three tuares. A Sher: Ninth strec. near Broadwa). Phone
Thirty-Third Degree.
Na ANTED - -A home boy. Apply WANTED- - SHIPS111,11 to Eio'll   tub.for the extension of the county unit today', proeeedings of th‘. Sroreme
law to all counties in the state. in- a ,**sons, 
at The Sun ornce. ricating oils and greases on salary
dorsed the Anti-Saloon League and "attel or 
Scottish Rite
Southern .11triadiction. centered in the FOR RENT -Rooms, up or 
dowa or commission. Exr•i•Ili et side line,
recommended total abstinence to at 1309 Jefferson street.ieleetain of members to the Thirty-
Owenaboro. Ky.. Oct. 26..-The an.
nual synod of the Kentucky Preaby
tartan church came to an end last
night.
Queenstown, Oet. Cunaiii
line reamer Lusitania arrived her.
at 9:30 this evening. It has broken
the best previous eastern record.
The Lusitania cleared Sandy Hook
lightship at 5..14 p. m_ Saturday las!
Probable litigation ov..r chnt•ch The time of passage has been 4 dra -
property as a result of the a11i.Cgania- 22 hours and te ititnuteet. The bea
tarn with the Cumberland, Presby• previous record froin New York to
tertan church was discussed at length gleettstcrwn eras r) days 4 hours and
Members of some of the Cumberland 19 11.inittus. This the Lusitania made
Presbyterian congregations have :551New York.
of the consolklation.
Th report of the committee on tem-
perance, which was adopted unani-
mously. pledged the church to worar
In Police Court.
Gus Torian, colored. seductiotat
dismissed.
.11
taken to mean no sentence will be
imposed.
HELD UP HY THREE WEN.
--
Freight Crew Forced to (he
Money and Watches.
Los Angeles. Cal., Oct. 26.-Three
armed men last night held up a
freight train within five miles of this
tity, wounded one of the train crew.
robbed them of $250 and two watt-h-
c's. and made their escape.
The train was a suburban freight
hound for New Alhambra. It is be-
lieved the robbers boarded it before
It started from the yards. The en-
gineers, firemen and head Tr-raker-Iran
were in the cab when their assailants
limbed over the box cars and cov-
erer) them with revolr era and -ordered
them to throw up-their honds.
Waves Big Stiletto.
New-York, Oct. 26.-There was a
run on Public School 17 in Junction
avenue. Corona. 1,. I.. yesterday by
an excited foreigner who came near
i.reating a stampede among the sever-
al hundred children and teachers in
the place by brandishing a stiletto
and demanding money. Miss 308P-
;,hine Lawlor, the prin.-Altai, tried in
vain to conrince hint that the insti-
tution was not a .fiank, but a publia
school. To accentuate his earaest-
tress he drove the knife into the prin-
apal's desk several tinves. Mean-
while someone called a policeman
who arrested the intruder,
Flames Meek Up Reception.
Chicago, Oct. 26.-Three hundred
people were enjoying themselves In
the assembly hall on the seventeenth
floor of the Masonic Temple last mid-
night when fire started on the fourth
floor, spread to the seventh•and filled
the upper part of the building with
smoke. A general stampede followed
when smoke reached the hall where
friends of the Catholic Knights and
Ladies of America were attending a
reception.
'ill Rh TWAIN'S AUTOBIOGRAPHY.
Begins Sunday, October 27th, In ('hi.
rag° Record-Herald and St. Louie Ile-
public. His beat work saved for the
last. You sill want every scrap of
these stories and anecdotes. For sale
by newsboys in all parts of the city
Newts dealer' alarm
The Husbander Home for Rent or for
Sale.
Thin property is for sale or for
rent: for particulars see Gip Hus-
bands...
Cincinnati, Oct. 26.--John M. Bor. Regina Sunday. october 27t1., in Cha
man, president, and William C. Dud- „ai. a„,i lama, ma
ley, secretary and treasurer of the Mat rrork %areal for the
Odell Stock company, a brokerage' last, arm trill earl' erery scrap of
firm. following the whales of the late .g
William .1. Odell. Ponder of the con
-rhos •torie. and areadote... Fair sale
ley sietrabras in all parts of tire city.
cern, today retired and turned over Nests also.
the business to their employes, with-
out recompense front them of any Atartl
kind. Gorman and Dudley have made atexiath
$1,000,0.0'4 each in the last year, and flft) -ti
the wish of the founder was that they 04,44
retire as soon as they had that
amount. and, let the employes have a
chance. It Is claimed $50•0,00.0
turned over to the new men, with ti
business. The name of the new }Lei
Is the Odell Brokerage company, ail i
it was incorporated today with $25.
000 capital. Dudley and Corns.'
worked their was up front the pos.
lion of messenaer boys, and both roa-
telegraph apt rators. Dudley heir
provident of the loaal union and
leader in th t present strike.
Franklin Building.
'Parents' lea - at the Ft
buntline yesterday afterroon
most successful and herieray--attend
'occasion. The rooms were priatta
detonated with autumn leaves at;
vines and a display of the pupil
aork attracted .'special notice. After
the regular work of the school an
entertaining program was given In
the room of the principal, J. W. Fer-
zor. 'Mrs. 1. 0. Walker gave an ad-,
mirabie paper on the common prob-
lem confronting teachers and moth-
ers. The .Rev. D. ('. Wright made a
fine taut on "Books." and Prof. .1.
A. Carnagey spoke of his plans for
the betterment of the schools. Fruit,
punch and wafers were served and
an informal reception was held.
At Lee School.
Eighty-five parents were present at
Hie Lee building yesterday afternoon
to observe "Parents' Day." Address-'
as were made by:.President. Joseph
E. Potter. of the school board, Trus-
tee Charles G. Kell.. Trustee Wil-
liam T. Byrd, Mrs. Jap Toner, Mr-
Stence. Miss Lillie Burdine, Mrs
Henry Duley, the elecutionist, ren
dered stveral pieces., Refreshment -
were served and the occasion was
moat pleasant
IOW A to aleet.
Post A, T. P. A.. will meet at The
Palmer House tonight.
YOUNG LADY WANTED-One
aho has had son)e experience in jew-
tdry line preferred. A. Poi:trek.
STORAGE ROOM for rent. Barks-
arle Bros.. Old phone 1261 r. New
phone 1260.
ORDER %our env -stove wood. loose
POSITION WANTED-As fireman
or engineer. _E. M. Troutwine, 213
!lays avenue.
A BRICK residence for sale, _Nita
"Iadison. Apply to Her. W. E. Cave,
;II North Seventh street.
_
FOR RENT- Fine farm about 2
miles from city. Good house and out
atindings. Apply to 309 Broadway. T
la Lydon.
CLOTHES cleaned and pressed
Nil work guaranteed. Solomon, The
Tailor, 115 South Third street. Phone
1016-a,
WE ARE NOW in a position to
serve any and all kinds of sandwiches
chile and hot tamales, 111 1-2 South
Third.
---• FOR RENT- Teree-taern 0011Fe,
JIM painted and papered. at 1:117
Kentucky Ave. Apply H F. Single-
eraalet-Pridirianh Rankin's •Cot
W A Nirg.Tr-71.0s it ion in Wholesa le
;ruse as shipping clerk or assistant.
can furnish references Address W
I' 11, Itis North Third street.
"wit 1111 itis. I,i'u.'t' 11;r1,1 I
Thit'Ve."4 1101 sub-Treasur).-
Philaslelph at. O t . TWO 1
wthi'd tint. tite soletriarsury
that nternIng. -armorial Semen •
ans, ho.uig paid no' tI a national in.
teller, and started to run front the
building. Clerks and others gays
chase all(' thk• tar) nom wee en boesy
pursued that the% threw
tinder a street car. Rot
captured and are now in the city ihai.
One of them carried a revolver. Tho
money was in notes and was all re.
corered.
you •I'll• A band or limb yew
knew' Hutt the trunk to which it Iw.
longs is filen. beitentl." .1,m1 flow
men a * II adrertiaement renalmis
us that the %fere "there behind."
All the patent medicine# and
toilet artieles advert;sed in this





as:hed as sak tecee do,
tazro would be very few bald people iii the
tvarid. Why be kind to ycur teeth and
mean fa your hair? Ayer's Hair Vigor
in a4CIer frreea, t!•en i•••• ;r 
k-c•ss well hair well. Cures sick hair.
vi,-. ,z3 weak hair. A hair-food, a hair--
W
•
wet , • , 1 





Forty-one Shots in Duel.
An affair of honor was settled h.-3.e
the other day in a manner that
eelipses all the traditions of French
dueling. Two local aristocrats ae_ ard the report continues that they
tided to kettle a dispute with swords were warmly congratulated on their There
In the woods near Portice but when admirable aoolneai during a veritable
they got there a reconciliation was
affected and the party adjourned for
_ refreshments.
While they were so engaged an an-
gry dispute arose between San Ma-
lta°, one of the principals. and Basta nem who only he inclined
Ene, one of the other parr) 's to "take their profits" may tistd "want
and a duel with pistols was mimeii- advertising cudesmanehip" to be of
ately arraticed. i Mate value to them. ee.
Both man are famous ;cheers, hut
they pro% ed to be mighty poor eleits The, film of a soap bubble is so thin
•no stood at a distan:e• of eixt:‘-fii.lthat fifty millions of them winch' be
ine shots without laquiied to make one inch.
touching each other. The forty-sec-
ond shot fired by San Malato grazed
his opponent's cheek. Honor wee
satisfied, they embraced each other
hail of bullets.
The morning's work occupied three






Vice President Says so in •t.
Louis l'esterda3.
Is Nothing Doing, But He
Smiled Like an Aurora
Borealis.
•
IS NO HOPE FROM
St. Louis, Mo., Oct. 26.—Backing
through the swinging doors from the
main waiting room to the midway a:
the Union station -at 8:50 a. na yi
terday, Charles W. Fairbanks, u.
president of the United States, bowed
himself out of national politics. Just
above his head was a large imitation
,old sign which read "Exit." A mo-
,iient before, he faded away into the
irrevocable past of political proinotion
i
he was asked:
"Are you a candidate for any office
actively, tentatively or receptively?"
11 oal Sores were due to outside influences, or if the cause was confined iI Positively I am not," was his re-Strictly to the diseased flesh around the ulcer, then external treatment and . 1,,
simple cleanliness would cure them. But the trouble is in the blood, which 1 1'
.as become unhealthy and diseased, and keeps the sore open by continually I This expression folloaved a quest:on
discharging into it the Ma' ;rates and poisons with which the circulation is about the searet coufecence whieh °rawly of this plaee, is visiting his
filled. This poisonous cou,.ition ef the blood may be the remains of some Mr. Fairbanks had Monday wi mother. Charlie is now foreman of
constitutional trouble; the effect of a Ling spell of sickness, or because the , Walter S. Dickey, chairman of he a large cigar factory there.
natural refuse of the taxi-. . which should pass off through the proper avenues, Missouri state Republicaa coin lace Mrs. Robinson, of Simpson, is %as-
hes been left in the system and alisurbeel into the blood. Again, the cause at the Baltimore hotel, in Kansas iting her son, John T. Sharp.
may be hereditary but it does not neater how the poison becomes intrenched City. Some two or hire a weeks ago the
:n the blood, the fact that the sore will not heal is evidence of a deep underly-1 Dickey told Fairbanks that he need saloons all signed an% aveement not
ing cause. Salves, washes, lotiona etc., may cause the place to scab over foster no farther hope of being nomi to sell anything on Sunday The first
temporarily. but the blood is net inede Y'netted for the presidency, and that the to be caught violating this agreement
S• •S
puler by such treatment, and soon the old
the sore be as bad or worse than before. 
S S goes down to the very bottom of the 
I 
The coming of Mr. Fairbanks was
inflammation and discharge will return and 
Missouri delegation to the convention was Tip MeGlasson. He was fined
wou
ld be pledged to Tat*. and also had his license taken from
trouble, cleanses and purifies the blood, and even less spectacular than his depart- Mark Weniond and wife are in Goa
PURELY VEGETABLE neckee a permanent cure. S. S. S. enriches ure. Coincident with a sudden fall
and freshens the circulalion so that insteadof in temperature he blew into St. Louis
discharging unhealthy matter into the place, it carries Vich, tissue-building, !His only companion was his prisate
fleshettealing blood to the diseased parts and in every way assists in a natural secretary, George B. Lockwood, and
ture of the sore. Book on Sores and laleers and any medical advice free to' there was not even a reception corn-
all who write. THE SWLFT SPECIFIC CO., ATLANTA, GA. ut:tie of one to greet him.
But he smiled. A Fairbanks smile
is a thing to be seen. It is like the
aurora borealis, that adds beauty to
the frozen ice fields of the north. A
glow of color without warmth.
"I have been down in Texas," he
said impressively. "I went to speak
at the state fair at Dallas. That is a
aume (ouiary, great, glorious, wag_ ago moved to Missouri to live is vis-
nificent." iting friends.








It makgs a thin
baby plump, a weak
child strong, a deli-
cate woman robust,
an ailing man hearty.
Scott's
Emulsion
builds up the system




Wall Street Insists That He
Will Surrender
Insistent Report Tilsit Union Pacific
Will Pert Wads Its Stock in
l' 'Trued.
HARR QUITE It ETIC4ENT
New York. Oct. 26.—Wall street
druggists;AU  50c. and Sew Insists that the conteol of Illinois
Central is to pass from the hands of
E. H. Harriman, no matter what the
result of the fight now on with Stuy-
vesant Fish. Today there was an in-
sistent report in the banking wdistricc
that Union Pacific would part with
its holdings in the Illinois Centre
and that was partly confirmed by Mr.
Harriman, who said:
"This is not the time to discuss
matter s net of immediate impera-
tive importance. The interest and
attention of the investment world ,s
and must be taken up in other and
more important directions.
"I will not deny that this matter
has been discussed for some time.
and there is no question that the
Union Pacific is in a position to make
a valuable distribution to its steel-
holders, if it should prove desirable
EC) to do at the proper time.
"You may rest assured that the
whole matter will be settlad on a
proper basis when the time cornea,
but this is certainly not the time to
discuss it."
In well informed quarters the re-
marks of Mr. Harriman were under-
da ,tood to mean that he had decidedcv‘eezte,k attending to business this
that at some time in the future he
would, in one way or another. dis-wele,u. K. McAlphin is in Chicago this .
po.,.f. of the stocks purchased by the
Mrs. Lee Morris, children and moth la aon Pacific more than a year ago
er visited In Bruukpert with the funds obtained from the sale
William Weight attended to 
bust-; 
of Northern Pacific and Great North-
neas in Paducah Tuesday. ern. Those stocks included:
l 





0the first part of the week in the in Illinois Central  $2-
terest of their flour mill. St. Jogeph and Grand
Mrs. McIntyre is visiting her daugh Island, common  
ter at Mound City.
isiand 1st pfd  
2,000,000
St. Joseeh and Grand
932,000
Se Joseph and Grand
2
Gus Brown, who a few months
TlBaltimoreopfr & Ohio corn-de 
1,250,000
Balti o
room and held out his hand. "This is dueah• is visiting her mother. Mrs.   32,334,200
B. & Ohio pfd. 7:230G:200 0E J. Lewis.
St. Paul 3,699.000
Northwestern  2,572.000
New York Centre!  14,185,000
Just how this great mans of securi-
ties will be d:apoied id without a?-
"How are' you " he said , extend- bright; Sam Remain, and Etta E. 
fecting the market has not beea an-
lug his hand gingerly. Edwards; \Valliant J. P 
pounced, but the statement is given Th andMrs.1
:
The man introduced himself as 
line Copeland! 
James Crider to 
Clayton A Blake and 
be a public one. 
Caro-
out unofficially that the sale will not
.•itev. F. 1). Buck. conference evangel, It is realised that to dump them onDaisy Dale: Blza Dill and Kate Davis.
the market would be to precipitate a
slump. It may be that some ingenu-
one form of holding company will be
devised, but the general belief Is that
he will confine the business of the
Union Pacific railway strictly to the
transportation of freight and passen-
gerThs. e proceeds of the sale, If it takes
place, will be divided among the
stockholders of the great Harriman
line, and will be an enormous melon
when it is ready for the cutting.
Conservative bankers in the street
believe that the plan of disposing of
the Union Pacific holdings will he
carried out in good faith, and the
matter was the subject of much fa-
vorable comment today. It has been
realized for some time 'that the domi-
nance of Harriman in lianois Central
0.0.4•4•4•04•00
OLD SORES FED ANDKEPT OPEN
BY IMPURITIES IN THE BLOOD
•
EVERY ONE ADMIRES
edldr-made man. If he has an
:leo of st2. le about him the
art Lc tailor gives it to him.
to n you want to look like a
esealeman and a map of good taste
let us make you a Prince Albert or
cutaway suit, or an evetanw dress
F or overcoat, and you will know
that 110 man in Paducah is in better
aty le or better dress than you ar.e. '
IL W DALTON,
NVith Warren, the jeweler.
- Odbef.a1CL:4.‘t.....•..ZiecTia tins
DO YOU USE YOUR
GAS STOVE IN WINTER? 
If not is it bccause  a coal
range keeps  the kitchen 
warm? We  have a Coke
Heating Attachment for gas
stoves lhat does the business
only costs
Burns, Coke and saves a
double stove equipment in
your kitchen. -Then think
of the saving in  expense
with the present high prices
of coal.
Think it over, .then call on us
and look it over, then get it
  T he
Paducah Light & Power Co.
Fairbanks, I believe " he said.
The vice president elevated his
brows and turned his eyes upward.
Who was this person whl addressed
hint as Fairbanks withont the "Mis-
ter "
1,4 of the Methodist church, and ho
reminded Mr. Fairbanks that he had
met him at Bloomington, Ill., tso
eeeks ago, when the vice president
1....poke before a conference there.
I Mr. Fairbanks gave the evangelist
a near smile. afth, yes," he said. "I
remember you. The people of Bloom-
ington are a splendid consCtuen,y,
so thoroughly representative Of all
the best in American life."
IN METROPOLIS
John Irvin and wife are visiting
Mrs. Irvin's mother, Mrs. Hugger.
Pink Baynes is home from en ex-
tended --Trip through the south and
the Jamestown exposition
Some time ago a negro named Pul-
len was arrested at Bruokport for
carrying coneealed weapons. but on
nearing the jail he jumped from the
hu4gy and escaped. He was re-
captured some two or three days ago
and is now in jail.
Fred Lowrey who was reported
killed in a wreck back of Paducah,
was not killed, but received a few in-
juries. which are not serlia-ue. —
Mrs. Eugene lAfont is visiting in
St. Louis,
Louis Bridwell is home frdm Ar-
kansas, sick at Ore home of his um le
Louis Vallee.
Mrs. John Bunchman has arrived
home front a visit In Kentucky.
I Mrs. Bertha Feazine has departed
1-for Seattle, Wash., to jolt. her bus-
'band and to make that place her fu-
ture home.
. Mrs. Charles Farrow. of Poster, 1.
,T., is visiting her daughter, Mrs. Wil-
liam K raper.
Mrs E. T. Scott is visiting her par-
ents at Pranceton. Ky.
' MTS. Nora Guess, of Carrier Mills
Mrs. Haliock, of Harrisburg. are vis-
aing Mrs. John McGlasson. They
went to. Paducah W'ednesday to see
that city.
The city contraet has let a contract
for the digging of two large wells at
the power house in the hope of find-
ing a supply of clear water for the
city's use.
Mrs. Aggie Hopkins, of Golconda
Is visiting her father, Judge Thomas
Liggett.
Albert Davis has arrived home
from St. !Allis. lie attended to busi-
ness connected ,with his cigar factory
and also visited his brother Ed„ whom
he says is In bad health.
I The local option vote is expected
5t.o. be close. in ..kletrapolls.— forme ?tom the Weed rand sestelm all LIP • Arm chasing . tehtTer •IfttleI Robert Shaw. .Jr left for Black uric laid and foul, decomposed waste antelope for an hour or more. DidRiver today, where he has employ-matter, which cause these afflictions. it pass by here? a Lion (licking hie
meat. Try it if you aren't well. Save the chops contentedly)—No, it didn't
i William J. Pyland, of Renshaw. prescription. pass here.—Harper's Weekly.
ill., and eirs. Belle Recces. f Reeves-
vale, Ill., were marrie by Judge
Liggett Tuesday. Thi is the second
marriage for the g •om and third
for the bride.
The Burling in surveyors have
again surveye into Metropolis and
this week h e been surveying oppo-
site Metro olis in the river. It is also
rumor that they have begun to
clear e right of way in the county
lea ng into Metropolis.
.harles Gown, of .Sacramento, Cal.
MIES True Adkins. of Broakport, is
'isiting relatives in the cay.
Marriage Licenses Issued.
Porteous koyd and Minnie Kelly:
Manuel Golinhtly and Anna Wal-
BUILDING
AT TWELFTH AND J WKSON AC-
CEPTED BY SCHOOL BOARD.
McKinley School Program is Carried
Out Successfully—Plumbing
Accepted.
At a special meeting of the school
board last night carpenter work Oh
the Twelfth and Jackson streets
school house was accepted. Plumb- and Baltimore & Ohio has been a
lug work in the McKinley school was source of great financial dieturbance,
also accepted. end the elimination of his controy
At McKinicry building yesterday from these lines would ease matters
the last "Parent Day" in life schools greatly.
was held sad it proved a success.
There wet. many mothers in attend- MARK TWAIN'S AUTOBIOGRAPHY.
anee and the full program was car- Regime Sunday, oetober 27th, in Chi-
/—  allelic. His best work saved for the
it:go Record-Herald and St. Louis lte•ried out.
It must have worried Eve a lot not last. Ion will want e've'ry scrap of
to know what kind of people moveditiel;esen'es‘mteikys n 
all  
parlio ai daatec drctac of ttee. el'icet. 
city
For
into her- vacant home In Eden.
INews (healers also.
THIS IS WORTH SAVING.
Push Along.
Put It in Some Safe Piece for It May By W. E. Amyett, Memphis.
in Handy ome Day. Don't notice what the Croakers say.Come s 
—w--- "Push along:"
'Here is a simple home-made mix- Dont follow them, but go your wav
"-rush along."tore as given by an eminent authority
on Kidney diseases, who makes the Choose your road and
statement that it will relieve almost through, 
push on
any case of Kidney trouble if taken we'll have to fight, and fight hard
before the stage of Brieht's die-ease.1 too,
He states that such symptoms e But soon the crowds will follow you
l
-
lame back, pain in. the side, frequent, "Push along."
desire to urinate, especially at night;tWben things begin to come your way
painful and discolored urination, are "Push slang. '
readily overcome. Here is the recipe;
- 
'You're In the game, and bound to
try It:, stay,
- Fluid Extract Dandelion, one-half, "Push along."
ounce: Compound Kargon.orse ounce; Bouts.
1.8°6T/tent 
di maersoitihnidagasndwpiloi net oanadw ry,
Compound Syrup Sareeparilla, three 
n
ounces. Take a teaspoonful aftee Jump in and find the reason why,
each meal and at bedtime. "Push along."
A well-know local druggist is au- Always be "Johnnie on the spot."
Ithority that these Ingredients are all "Push along.'
harmless and cavity mixed at home Strike now, while the iron Is hot,
by shaking well in a bottle. This: "Push along."
mixture has a peculiar healing anti Get your ax and hammer, too,
soothing effect upon the entire Kid- And knock and chop your way
ney and Urinary structure, and °Dea through,
overcome the worst forme of Men- You'll find that's what you've got to
madam in just a little while. This' do,
mixture is raid to remove ail blood i "Push along."
disorders and cure the Rheumatism!
by forcing the Kidneys to filter end Tigress (panting)—Hello, Leo!
Glowing/feat
From Every Ounce of fuel
-se. • eetiec.
When the mercury drops out of sight, and
you just can't keep the house warm, you'll
find it wonderfully convenient to use a
fERFECTION
Oil Heater
(Equipped with Smokeless Device)
It's very light—carry it about—heat any cold
room. Turn the wick high or low—no
danger—no smoke—no smell. Easily cared
for and gives nine hours of
cozy comfort at one lulling of
brass font. Finished in





a.4.a a ap brilliant light ix ideal las
de long winter e,enings
--read of IICIrr by 11--.00 I tire your rets. Lee IMprf.vr,I trait
draft burner. Marie al 611.3. I plated Every lamp ,Jrrantrd
II your dealer cannot supply the Ray? Lamp iir l'eriectwriUd











Office Phones N•w 359






Residence Phones Old 726New 726





A A Heating Expert
Repair Work Solicited.




Several desirable offices and
rooms, on second and third
fl9or; water, light, heat and






Is unquestioned for the sideboard
and medicinai purposes, and you can









for all Kidney and
Bladder Diseases.
SMALL AS A PILL
EASIER TO TAKE
Two doses glee relief, arid one 1st
frill cure any ordinary case of Kid-
ley or bladder trouble. Removes
&ravel, cures Diabetes. Seminal
Emissions, Weak and Lame Back,
Rheumatism, and all irregularities of
the Kidneys and Bladder in both
sten and women. Sold at 50 cente
per box in the no cure no pay baste
by McPherson's Drug store, Feurta
and Broadway, sole agent for Pain-
sah, or sent by mail upon receipt of
price by Lark Medicine C.0..onLe
Tills, Ly. -












-From the October Bohemian.
"Say, Doe," said the good fellow,
"the shape of a man's stomach ie
round, isn't it!" •'Nearly so," re-
plied the doctor. "Why!" "Ain't
it funny that nothin' I. it so well as
a square meal "-Philadelphia Press
MEN AND WOMEN.
Pee Big Si for unnatural
In I a• dam 4 her uss.tallasaurstkiss,
ovrouteet irritators* or Weerattsau
• w Of MA • coo s membranes.
✓rawmaft faersawa Psi c less. sad r.,.t &stria-
('llaSCISMICALCS. seat or ,oi.,.0 us.
$111111111ATI. essid by Druggists.
IL S.A. sr swat Is Sala Wrapper,
prat.,S. for
VistailreW $ Si 77
on regale&
SANTAL- MI DYinsedird mewl ler sleet.Cleaervbes and Runnings
In ea NOUNS. Cures
iser and endear Treablee.
DYSPEPSIA
r r • • 4
r.. .•• • • : •
ri
e r' s•e•rei,h•vetak.n comer.,
t with, '2. as •Il at,
St.,?. In a ,,ay than
In a •1.-
.1 tale • M it. v. La. lei
— i•rfnl "eseearete" for
. urge' of stomach
; I.114 411IS werd of praise Is
1111 ot1,vr r•Iled reineglee
I t171,1 that relle••
ell the oabcr• I Save Isaos




No - Weaken or 1,
*7;4 7 111, The tenon'.
`J7termi teed to elle* or ) ur
Suet .c Remedy Co.,
ANNUAL SALE, TEN
I Tent. Do flood.
rive. 10c. lie, We. Never
east.% stemped C C O.
U,.,,,, 17 tek.






Fereiture Stored and Packed
403 Affirm St.
Memphis, Tenn.-.- October
16, round trip, $5.26, For-
rest Cavalry,
Birmingham. Ala. - Bound
trip $9.35, Oct. 19th and 20th
return Oct. 27th-Account
Press Clubs.
Louisville, Ky. - Round
trip $6.95, Oct. 14th and 15th
return Oct. 19th - Account
Grand Lodge Rks A. M.
Home Seekers' tickets to all
points in the south and south-
west, including New Orleans
Houston, San Antonia, Ft
Worth, Oklahoma and Indian
Territory, at about one fare
for the round trip, good re-
turning for thirty days.
Jamestown, Va. - Exposi-
tion, April 19th to November
30th--15 days; $23.75. Cow h
excursions on special dates;
$18,00 every Tuesday; limit
10 days.
For information, apply to
City Ticket Office, Fifth and
Broadway or Union Depot.
J. T. DONOVAN,







By Frank H. -Slyest
--
Cm o right, 190G„ by Frank II. Sweet
e+wiesselsesIse4eest
E'S come," said old Herlintner
as be came into the kitchen
and began to unload himself
of' the packages which he had
brought from the trading post ten miles
away, "an' now I reckon the neat thing
will be for him to go. We ain't waited
five years for a meetIn' house jest to
carry it on as a nursery now we've got
it. I don't see what Dr. Brown was
thInklee on."
"Is he very young?" asked Mrs. Her-
gainer, transferring the packages to a
soiall cupboard fastened against the
logs of the cabin wall.
"Young!" and old Herkamer's grim
face seemed yet grimmer as it peered
out through the small triaiigle formed
by his down strewn cap nod big, up-
turned collar. "lie's youugerai our
Seth, au' he couldn't speak ten words
to folks lookire at him to save his life.
What we went is a tough, hard beaded
man who knows our ways an' can put
up with 'em. This feller' store made
au' soft. 1 could see that soon's the
doctor introduced him. I wouldn't be
s'pristel if he shaved every day, au'
Cleaned his - nails au' ba-th-eil," drawing
out the word derisively. "Huh! What
can a feller like that do with our young
men? Sleet) he had to tramp ten miles
through a Dakota blizzard to say pra'rs
over a retnalns; repose he'd meet a
fightin' grizzly In the forest; s'pose
statue of our high speerited boys got to
chatilu' him in their bar cub way! Say.
what'd he do then r And without wait-
ing for a-hat he thought an impossible
answer to his comments old lierkamer
turned bnck to rare for his team and
to hasten his evening chores in antici-
pation of a gathering stow.
Whew he again uppeared and had
emerged from the depths of his great-
coat his mind still seemed to be bark-
ing tette': to his day's discontent, for
he %vent on:
"Ain't old' s our Seth, no; an' ain't
asuman the feet four an' has hands
sott's a ha-by. Huh! Our old minis-
ter where we emue from had hands
like the _bark of an old blek'ry an'
could chow teriniecy an' wrestle with a
grizzly an' pitch a man through a win-
der when he got gassed. That's the
sort we need bore. Hoes sense comes
'fore book an' hard hands 'fore
Oneness. That's my idee."
He drew a stool to the fireplace and
spread his hands out over the Lew.
with thnwilie eatisfeetiou. One by tilt
the mini lines of his fat-c tiofteneql and
niellowed under the fire's Influenee. and
presently he turned half round toward
his wife, who was preparing supper.
"I f (-cause we needue nay ens-thine.
like tnii outside," he observed. half
apologetically. "The boy ain't to blame
for what be is. an' the doctor got him
here. Ale furder." still mellowing.
'e-e won't be hard on the doctor ei-
ther. lie's our nearest neighbor an'
generly does things pretty sensible.
We can pass over a slip now an' then.
Au' that reminds me." turning entirely
round, "the doctor said he'd bring him
over this evenin• if it didn't storm too
hard, an' if it did they'd likely be
round tornorrer. The boy seemed spry
an' good natered an' said he wanted
to visit everybody an' get aeepialuted.
We'll treat him right's we can, for he
won't be here many (ley.. Poor little
feller! lie don't realize how soon the
boys'il run him out. You might save
the wild turkey I shot yesterday, Liza,
an' Mar's plenty of venison. We'll
treat him right.••
Outside they couln hear the sounds
of the approaching storm, and Her-
kerner went to the windows and door
and fastened them- more securely.
"The doctor won't bring him out to-
night," he said as he resumed his stool
by the fire, "an' I don't reckon Seth an'
the half breed will come in either.
Lenstvrify, I hope not It'll be safer
In the zilch than finding otieet way
through this snow."
But he was mietaken, for presently
there came a thiniping anti stamping
outside, and as the eaten door was
thrown open‘a tall, ehlte halted old
man stepped in. accompanied by a boy-
ish figure of slight but compact build.
The old man wns Dr. Brown, the neigh.
borhood autocrat, and in les companion
Herkarner recognized the new minister.
But he was no longer the fashionabfy
dressed figure which had alighted from
the train at Minot, but rather a trim
frontiersman In appropriate costume.
Old lierkarner's eyes darkened a little
as they rested upon him. Ile did not
approve of ministers in masquerade.
"I hardly thought you'd get over to-
night." he said rather shortly, "the
storm"-
"That's just why we came," the doc-
tor Interrupted genially. "The storm
is likely to be a long one, and we can
get back before it becomes severe. By
tomorrow even the mile between our
homes may be difficult to make. You
are one of our prominent members,"
frankly, "and I wanted .you to see more
of Mr. Irwin before bearing him In the
pulpit. We are apt to be prejudiced
against strangers."
Herkamer's grimness increased. He
was not' prejudiced, he told himself.
only conservative and steadfast. The
man was nil right, of course, but he
was in the wrong place. It was a
manifest duty to discountenance the
mistake.
And yet there was something in the
clear, earnest gaze of the young min-
ister, in his frank Mite and warm,
sympathetic eyes that somehow thrill-
eel the cynical old heart. If only the
boy had been content with his profes-
Ilona! costume, well, who knew hut In
time- But this outfit, so ridiculously
new! Probably the boy bad never bad
on such clothes before in his life. It
was masquerading, trying to appear
what he was not.
I At this „moment came a stumbling 
•
outlide and an ineffectual groping for4
the latch string, then en "Open de do'!
I iiii-esi,pra de do'r'
Ilerkumer sprang forward to com-
ply, and as the door swung back a
short, squatty figure half fell Into the
room.
"The half breed:" ejaculated Her-
kroner, forgetting to shut the door in
his consternetion. "Whiled up, Bap-
Bate? Where's Seth?"
"Busted," responded Baptiste, throw-
ing out his arms drauatitically. 'Tree
fall on shanty, break Vent. Seth bust-
ed, me-Bletiste-busted too. Come for
help, noeleine-rub on."
"Not dead!" gamest Mrs. Herkamer.
her face whitening. "Seth ain't dead?"
This brought the half breed to his
seuses.
"Non, on'y jere busted." be reassured
her. "Leg hurt so can't walk. Me-
Baniete-bueted, too; finger broke.
Come for med'clue-ruh on. Ain't
busied bad. non."
With trembling hands Mrs. Herka-
mer produced some bottles aud band-
age:: from the cu; hoard; her husband
readied for his greatcoat.
"We must hurry back to him," he
creel. "If his leg's broke it must be
attended to at out-c. You'll have to ex-
cuse me," to his guests.
Baptiste raised his squatty figure to
its full height.
• • N good o u go." be declared
sturfilly. **hod mly tatme ravine. Fo's
teen mile me come, all time rani' an'
climbin't take five, slx hour You no
strong like young man. Better me go
'lone. Go two time quick. Leg broke,
want look out for soon. Me fix him,
den we stay two t'ree day an' come
benie till right. Bes' way "
-The half breed's richt." said Dr.
Brown. "If the leg's broken it needs
looking after ut tame, and Baptiste is
just as good at that work as I am.
Two old fellows like us, Herkamer,
would only be a drag on Baptiste's
progrees.a
But old Herkamer paid not the least
notice. Ile was resolutely humping his
shoulders into hist greatcoat when he
felt a light touch upon his arm.
"Vim had better stay here, Mr. Her-
kamer."-the young minhoer saki quiet-
- 431f 
1.L:qt""5,. „WOW:4
Lie strode out into the gathering dark-
ness.
ly. "You, son is in need of help which
should reach him just as speedily as
possible. I am used to this sort of
theig and am young and strong; be-
side's f have some little knowledge of
medicine. Mr. Baptiste and I can do
all that is necessary." Ile buttoned bis
coat and turned to the half breed, who
bad been listening with open derision.
But somehow, when Baptiste foot the
straight gaze of this young fellow, the
contempt faded from his face. Like
those whe live close to nature, be was
accustomed to look Into eyes, and these
eyes were strangely legible.
"Weil. I guess mebhe you go 'long."
he nceuieseed graciously. "dat is. If
you tank you good for tough job."
Old Herkimer stared. That soft
Lauded boy "used to this sort of thing."
anti Baptiste accepting him In prefer-
ewe. to himself. What was the world
coining to?
"Why, the boy can't get throneh that
ravine to save his life." he blurted out.
"Ain't go Wrote ri-o We." Baptiste de-
clared stolidly; "go nem' by hill ills
$2.70




We would be glad to
have you call at our
store and let us explain
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Free delivery to any





time. Take two time tout Liu'
saie. Go in ravine, dud snow Vick,
Donne no get Cron'. Roe go safe. But
Go time wait for old peoilli•ee







tiste and speaking to tee minister.
"you'd better put on may big coat an'
all the other warm stuff we eau scare
up. Better freeze conilmealee iseeeee
you're bound to freeze. An' don't let
that half breed push you on too tut.
We don't want iio reinalus on our
hands even if Seth has broke his leg."
The young minister smiled.
"This costume is all 1 need, tbauk
rote Mr. lierkanMr," he said reusruir-
Ingly. "I had It wade eseeeially for
this sort of work, and it is very warm.
do not like heavy wraps for hard
walking; the exercise is letter. If the
wind is hard or the cold becomes vet y
severe I have a hood which 1 can
thaw over my head and shoulders.
Now, Baptiste, about the route. Is this '
ravine you speak of a plain trail?






an' dere be rock.'
eleh on hot' sides, an' de camp be l
right in do nielelle. It e!u't lie miss le i
sae go dat fee But we ain't goin' In
ae ravine, nou. We go route by de hill.
De ravine no let us out. reebbe, an'
him berry dark now."
"Well, we must remember that a
man is waiting In ureent level of help
and that u barrit7 is ha hie to block any '
trail. We mutt take iio chanees. You
go round by the lei!. :eel I will take
the ravine with a lieltern. I am used
to climbing aiiii isei probably get
through without any triunes"
Repeate rilseel his lierels as though
to protest. but 110 AVO1114 MtIlle from his
Those straight giences were con-
trolliug him, mill les Lends fell to his
side. 'Ilia sniuister was a loader; he
was to obey.
When they turned toward the door
the rest acromptinliel them. Baptiste
bent his head to the storm and plunged
stolidly awny to the hill route; the min-
ister waited for a few directions from
M.O.:ewer, then he etrode out into the'
gathering darkness toward the ravine.
-Do you think there's any chance at
all of his making it?" asked Herkamer
in a troubled yoke as they turned back
into ilie cabin.
qe thence." echoed tee doctor, with a
curioue ring in Ins "r,f course I
do. That young fellow is small only 10
sae. Why, he's elinesie half the moun-
tains in Europe mei lilies nothing bet-
ter than a tough wrestle like this to
help somebody. It's tbe best Job I ever
del for the neighltorineed. getting him
bere. I was afraid I eouldul, for he
ha: plenty of money and only took to
the amlnistry through love for the work.
I thought he'd want a softer place: buei
no, he actually seenwt1 pleased when I
ask lilm to (-owe out to our wild
routers-. Of course he'll make it."
And he did, but with a sheer force of
will tbst made It linger for many a
long year ahont the rieighborimod fire-,
sides as a story of pluele and endur-
v nee, and when be stood La the pulpit
the next Sabbath, with one arm In a
sling and his face still pale from the
nvarney, there was not one in the rough
weilienee but listened with respectful
arri earnest attention. Alla later, when
thi y (Toweled about him to shake hands
after service, it was uot an effemimite,
boeleh fle,ure they now, but a brave,
tr ):1;: man to whom all were more
!Lan pleased to pay homage.
WILIAAMS' KIDNEY PILLS.
Have you neglected your kidneys?
Have you overworked your nervous
sytem and caused trouble with your
kidneys and bladder? Have you
pains in loins, side, back, groins and
bladder? Hale you a flabby ap-
pearance of the face especially tin lot
the eyes? If so, Wieletne Kidney
Pills will cure ' you-at Druggists.
Price 50c.
Williams, Mfg. Co., Prom, Cleve-
land, 0.
Power by Wireless,
staaese tfremetes ieloSst OfunoS y
that he has discovered a means of
transmitting electrical energy with-
out wires.
Experiments are now proceeding
in the grounds of the Chateau du
tamer, named Auguste Villy. A mania
Cret, belonging to a Lyons manufac-
ture car, running on rails, was re-
cently propelled a distanee of 200
yards by means of power from an
electric transmitter.
Details-of the process are withheld
for the present. Patents were taken
out in August. A syndicate of bank-
ers has ben formed to work the in-
vention.- Paris Cable to the New
York Times,
DAY OF SORROW
WILL HE FITTINGLY OBSERVED
1111' RED MEX.
18 Tiara* Sucaes Incioned by Business Pim Iscorporated. $800,000.00 Cagital
2? Cal:secs in 16 States, Jno. F. Braughon, flea
Safe
PRACTICAL 11U:i1NESS
Loon as the Up-to-Lek Busiaca Schools
rOSITIONS SECUILD or MONEY REII NI/ED 
1111•08
FR EE keePillil. Ha Ilk lag. to els s. persons In emelt county, desiring toA OMNI 13 




Du . I'l tiun,! It', cnetti'er"Lad fwinhieo
n"ntelnl lantgotrill
tor %initial Memorial to lie II Maass, Law. Muchaincal bruising, bust- paper) to Draug bon's Practical Bus. Uullessi
Held at Broadens eletlesilist
Church.
Annual memorial services slit be
held tomorrow afternoon at the
Broadway Methodist church by Otego
trill) of Red Men, and following is
the program arranged:
Order of Service.
Organ Prelude-Mrs. S. H. Win-
stead,
Invocation-Rev. W. T. Boiling.
Opening Ceremonles-From the
Ritual.
Iii inn, "Rock of Ages"-Tribe and
congregation.
Reck of Ages cleft for me,
Let me hide myself in Thee
Let the water and the blood
From Thy wounded side whieh flowed
Be of sin the double cure,
Save from wrath and make me sure.
W'hile I draw this, fleeting breath
When my eyes shall close In death,
When I rise td worlds unknown,
And behold Thee on Thy throne,
Rieic of Ages cleft for me.
Let me hide myself in Thee.
Roll call of deceased members-
chief of Records.
Vocal Solo, "Raise Me, Jesus, to
Thy Bosom"-Mr. Richard Scott.
Vocal duet, "Come Unto Me"- -




NVill Rogers, D. L. Ajlams, Will J.
Dicke. B. H. Pixler.
Vocal Quarteete, "Lead Kindly
Light"-Mrs. Lela Wade Lewis, Mrs.
Sam T. Hubbard, Mr. Robert Chas-
Wile, Mr. Emmett Bagby.
Fraternity, "Our Order"-Chief J.
S. Ross.
Vocal Solo-Mrs. Lelia Wade
Lewis.
Closing Remarks-From the ritual




R. B. Richardson. prophet; Henry
le hnhardt, sachem; Harry George.
senior sagamore; Alben W. Barklie
sagamore; C. E.
chief of records; A. J. Smith, los
recerde: A J Smith, keeper
wampum; W. E. Burk. collector cf
tempura; J. II. Weemer, R. E. Curd.
A. M. Foreman, trustees.
Mr-mottle] (emitnittee.
J. H. weemer,•I.. I,. It.
once B. Householder. J. .1
lieh.
The tribe Is assisted by Rev. W. T
Bolling, Mrs. S. H. Winst eel. Mr
earn Hubbard. Mr. Robert ch
Mro Richard ,Scott, Mrs. Lelie .;
Lewis. Mr. John I'. Robineon, Mr
ROnERS' LIVERWORT
TAR AND CANCHALAGUA
F, r the eonip'ete 1,c oh cr,uots. I olds,
Asthma, and Bronchitis and all LOON' "•',1
ple:n s tending to C.onsumption. Liverwort.
Tee and Wild Clime have for etre main-
tained en e.tablistsed renutation as a . tondard
rough Remedy It vont ann• no opium o• harm-
ful drag can be gives with safety to children,
Price 11.00. Sold by Alvey li Lit
Williams M'f'g Co., Props., Cleveland. 0.
The greatest golfers seldom talk
about their golf any more than the
greatest cricketers talk about their
cricket. It is the enthusiastic duffer
who enjoys conversing about "his
game."
A WOMAN'S APPEAL.
TJ a`l knowing snHereri, f rbeuitustism.whether
mrtscular it. of the J,,ints. seiatir•. Innibet no
ha, kaLhe. patas In the 1.iiseys or neu,sIgia
rants. to write to her for • home treatme.,1
which has repeatedly t-oreil all of these torturer
She feels It her duty to send it to •II ..uff•rer•
PIES. You cure yourself at borne.. thouser dr
will testify---o change of climate twins nere4
airy. This simpl- discovery banishes u lc acid
horn the blood. loos its the stiffened totals.
purifies Lb. blood, sad I...Whitens the ay.. *iv.
is elasticity and lose to the whole sy• tent. If
the above interests you. f .r proof address Mrs.
Summers. Box R. South Bend. lad.
Just Seven,
John McNeill Whistler and a friend
strolling through a London suburb
met a small boy. Whistler asked him
his age.
"Seven," the boy replied.
said Whistler, doubtingly.
"Oh, you must be more than 71
p
"Seven," insisted the boy, rather
leased at being taken for older. 
Turning to his friend, Whistler
,sald, "Do you think it possible that
he really could have gotten as dirty
as that in only seven years?"-Every-
body's Magazine.
.1n Unrebuked hoot%
The expert were giving their testi-
mony in a case involving the mental
equillibrium of the plaintiff in one of
the New York courts, when the ewes
tion as to what were the chief cause-s
of insanity precipitated a long dis-
pute among the opposing lawyers.
"I know one cause." interjected
one of the tired jurors. "and that is
sitting in a jury box and having to
listen to a lot of fool questions tee
to a witnesee by lawyers "-Bosten
Herald.
The way some men talk they must
think a good wife is one who will let
them smoke in the house.
•lear-vaM•e't5 ei'
against the trusts Is that they held
none of the Said trust's stock.
PADUCAH, 311 BROADWAY;





In a roimt 5" it in a e initinarl
court a lawyer web cross-' xandning a
German. the point under inquiry be-
ing the relative. positiffn of the doors.
windows and so forth, in a house in
which a eeftain transaction was al-
leged to have occurred.
"And now, mv good mar," the law-
yer said, "will sou be good enough to
tell the court how the stairs run in
your house?"
The German looked dazed for a
moment. "How do they rim?" he re-
peated.
"Yes: how do the Shills run "
"Vele" continued thi• witness. "vets
I am opp-stairs day run down,
ven I am down-stairs dey run mite"-
Harper's Weekly.
".INIERICANte IN EXILE"
Is a phrase unknown to us. And yet
eisiciiption is elfishly:: thensandm
to eeile in far-off ealifernitt or s it
other distant land. Before you sub-
mit to being toiled, give Emuleo-
Hsi.. a tleirough trial. It has cured
many at home a g lesed
onew 11.11y.icions ender..., it. s;% bet..
tics 1$5.04) from your drur,gi.i.
KILL THE COUCH




FOR etiouc HS 1017,1
OLD& Taai Beefs Free





Dr. H. T. Hessig
Office 205 S Fourth St.
Office tioua•:
!Ito 10 a.m. 2 to 4 p.ro.
Roth Phones :7G .
IWIS Reward.
The city Republican Ca mpaige
committee will pay $25 for any evi-
fence leading to the prosecution and
;conviction of any one guilty of bus-
! ng or disposing of registration cer-
tificates.




This label is a
guarantee of quality
and it is also a guar-
tee to those to whom
you send flowers,
that you buy the best.
I The teseoth anniversary of the
lfoundation of St. q Peter's church,
'Chester. England, finds the structure
'iii good condition, portions of It hav-
ing bt en rebuilt in 1440 and 167::
A good Irseranot ive will travel
about Liegeosili miles before ft wears
out With re (finery care it ought to
rs
HENRY MANIMEN, JR.
REMOVED TO THIRD AND
KEINTrCKY,
1Neik Binding, Bank Work, Legal
and Library Work a specialty.
NEW STATE HOTEL
METROPt)118. ILL,
I). A. Bailey, Prop.
! fewest and best hotel in the eery.
aatee $2.00. 'we large sample
II4.rbs. Bath roems, Electric Lighte.




ST. LOVIS & TENNIseeISE RIVER
PACKET CONf PANT.
•_ (Incorporated.)
FOR THE TENNESSEE RIVER.
ST E A al ER CLYDE
Lcavert Paducah for T1•11111•••0•10. River
Every Weelneeday at -I p. m.
‘. W. IVitIGHT Mast .'r
et'fiENE ItollINSON (ler*
This company is not responsible
for invoice charges unless collected
 , by the clerk of the boat.
Spec:a' excursion rates from radii-
tab to Waterloo. Fare for the round
! trip $8.00. Leaves Padutah every
Wi qinesday at 4 P. iii.
-
P A 1) C A H AND
(*AIM) LINE.
(Incorporated.)
1:1 A NeVILLE-PADU('AH PACKETS
(Daily Eacept Sunday.)
Steamers Joe Fowler an John S.
!Hopkins leave Paducah for Evans-
idle way landings at 11 a. m.
THE STE.talER DICK FOWLER
leaves Paducah for Cairo and way
'..ndings at 8 a, m. sharp, daily, ex-
,-rit Sunday. Special ezeurFlon rates
, in effect from Paducah to Cairo
i!
{4 return, with or without meals
and room. Good music and table un-
surpassed.
For further Information apply to
4 A. Fowler. General Pass. Agent, or
e.vrqn Fowler, City Pass. Agent, at
Fowler-Crumbaugh & Co's Office,
Flrst and Ttrosrlway
GUY NANCE & SON
Undertakers and Embalmers
211-213 S. Third St. Paducah, Ky,
$2.70





Now on sale at
Gilbert's Drug Store
4th and Broadway








FOR RATES APPLY TO LOCAL MANAGER
EAST TENNESSEE TELEPHONE COMPANY
iNCORPOriaTIS
 main
We have Several good dilving horses for title at reasonatie prices and
will guarantee them as represeetei. Call and se s them.
THE 'TULLY LIVERY COMPANY
- INCORPORATED
liveey and bearding bro. Fourth Street and Kentucky Aram
Foreman Bros. Novelty Co., 
ELECTRICAL SUPPLIES
•••••••••••••••
House wiring, electric plants installed:
Complete machine shop.
. •














the first choke of the Icular wo-
man is because no quality, style or
feature that shout,' be a part of the
ideal woman'. shoe is ever omitted
in any La France shoe.
This explains why the makers of this
best shoe for women have never ceased

















without the slightest loss of style, fit
or durability.





is embodied the most satisfying com-
bination of shoe-qualities known to
shoemaking. It has greater ease
than the "turn" — the beautiful ap-
pearance and splendid wearing pow-
ers of the "welt." It yields to every
movement of the foot, yet never ceases
to hold the instep with a firm but
kindly grasp. Let us demonstrate




FAIRBANKS NOT .% CANDIDaTE.
.assures II St, 1,01Ii% Ite!tOrier That He
Is that of National Pelee's.
St. Louis, Ott. 2ii. ant not a
candidate. a,tively, tetita,;c..I or
eepiReiy. I ant not in 'Lit ji I, pol-
itics. That's all. Good tiiotting."
Su .11 was the short :o the
point statement of Vi' President
Fairbanks when ine-r%:••w.-(1 this
morning as .to his tandldn •y for the
eeeresidi n! nominal ion hest year.
Tbotteh pereeed To -;;11. more, Mr
1-"airbanks was mu m I passed





FIRST—The Rev, W. E. Cave, pas-
?or. Morning subject, The Quest
tol• a Man." Evening subject,
"Voices From the Clouds." Sunday
4 ,ehool at 9:30. Sunday school atNlizpah and Hebron ruissions at 2:30.Meeting for maie usembers after
morning service,
KENTUCKY AVENUE—The Rev.
4. R. Henry, pastor. Usual morning
end Evening services. Sunday school
it 9:30.
CUMBERLAND—The. Rev. Joseph
Mclueskey, pastor. Usual Sunday
(hoot service every Sunday in the
ounty court house at 10 a. in., Mr.
r. H. Province, superintendent.
i'reaching services first and third
einda!ys at 11 a, in. and 7:30 P. al -
German.
LUTHERAN—The Rev.
f ;rohter. pastor. Morning services in
etrtean. Evening services in Eng-
ee. Subject, "The Matchless Glory
-1 the Christian Religion."
EVANGELICAL—The Rev. Wil-
iam Bourquin, pastor. Morning ses-
‘ict.s in German. Evening service in
clnglish. Rev. T. C. Gebaner. of Hen-
-.n, hold both services.
Baptist.
FliteT—The Rev. Calvin Thomp-
en, Or. Nita:ling subject. "Hos
Affees the Christian."
nitig subject, "The History of a
-
NORTH TWELFTH—The Rev. .1.
°Z. Cork, pastor.' Preaching at 7:30
seindki St 11{)01 'at 3.
SECOND—The Rev. L. G. Graham,
• .estor. Usual morning and evenins
is ices. Preaching by the pastor.
Methodist.
TRIMBLE STREET—The Rev. G
er. Itanke pastor. Usual morning
ad es, rit.4 ..:% ices. Preaching le
'le vod,,r.
BROADW1Y The Rev. W. T.
eol:ing, morning and
vrnie,g services.
TIIIRD STREET—The Rey. P. H.
eelds, pastor. Usua: morning and
',ening services. Preaching by the
aastor. -
MECHANICSBURG—The Rev. J.
Cantrell, pastor.. Sunday school
-.15. G. \V. Smith, superintendent:
e•aching 10:45 a. m. and 7:45 p. m.
Neening subject. "A Father's Last
eunsel." Evening subject, "Stand-
rg in Our Places." Junior League,
;0 p. m. Senior League, 7 p. m.
'heir meeting., Wednesday evening 7
Christian.
FIRST -Tro. Rev. S. B. Moore,
prt Ntorning Autijoet, "A Church
fee the Meees." Evening subject.
"What Need Have We for the New
T. -I Amen? ?" Communion at 10:45.
Sw!day school at it: Pt. Evening
u(d-Iiip at 7:50,
TENTH STREET- Preaching by
Dr. I..!ewellyn. of West Kentucky Col-
!site Mayfield,
Elphicopa I.
GRACE—The Rev. D. C. Wright,
rector. Holy communion. 7:30 a. rn;
Sunday school, Mr. Vincent Salvos,
soper:ntendent, 9:3:1; morning prayer
ant sermon. 10:45; evening prayer
• :non. 7:10e Monday Bible lee-
TIM PADUCAH EVENING SUN
• .322 -- 324*. P:WAY
---there will be music
at this store tonight, render-
ed by the Guthrie Store Or-
chestra.  you are cordially
invited to come in and enjoy
the music. .* • •
ture in- the parish house at 4:30 p.
in., to which the public is invited;
All Saints Day service on Friday at
11 a. m.
Seventh Day Adventists.
Services every Saturday at 821
South Sixth street. Sabbath school
2:30 p.m. Preaching at 3:30 p, in.
All are heartily invited.
Christian Science.
Service.; Sunday 111:311 a. m. Wed-
nesday, 7:3.0 p. in.; Sunday school at
9:30 a. m. Hall 527 te Broadway.
Salvation Army, 130 Broadway.
Sunday services as follows: At
hall, 11 a. in., holiness meeting; 3 p.
in., song and testimony meeting; 8
p. in., gospel service and chalk talk.
Children's meeting at 2 o'clock. Open-
air meeting on Broadway one-half
•ur previous to these meetings.
Church Notes.
The Children's Bible Study Circle
of the First Presbyterian church will
meet with Miss Pearl Campbell in
the Sabbath school room promptly at
2:3-0 Sabbath 'afternoon. All the
children are earnestly requested to
attend the services, and their mothers
gladly welcomed. Lesson for study
The Anchor Faith, the 27th chapter
cf Acts.
A Sunday school rally will be held
tonight in -the school house in Ar-
cadia, conducted by the Rev. T. C.
Gebauer, of Henderson, state Sunday
school field worker, and the Rev. Wil-
liam Bourquin.
The Rev. W. J. Naylor will preach
at Tyler at 3 o'clock and at Little's
chapel at night.
Mrs. C. H. Chamblia, secretary of
the Paducah district. Memphis con-
fetence, Woman's Foreign Missionary
society, has arranged a district meet-
ing to be held at Clinton, Ky., on
November 13. Mrs. T. B. King, of
Memphis, one of the conference vice-
presidents, will he present and pre-
-side at the meeting. Miss Daisy
Davis, conference lecturer for the
young people's societies, will lecture
at Marvin college, Clinton, on the
evening of November 12. It is de-
sired that the Woman's Missionary
societies of the Paducah Methodist
churches and those throughout the I 
district have delegates elected to at-
tend This meeting.
It's the little everyday helpfulness
that makes every day heavenly.
Have You Had Your
Registration Questioned by
Any One?
THE Republican C)mmittee has informationthat a number of voters have had their
registration, questioned, and advises every one
who has to appear in court as summoned, and
to first notify the committee, as attorneys rep-
resenting the committee will take charge of all
such cases. :





















and Range Made ia0 Detroit
Standard of the world; designed by
experts; possess many good features
not found in any other make. When
you buy a Peninsular you buy the
best and pay no more than inferior
grades.
200 rolls of China
and Jap Mattings
just r ec eive d---all
1907 patterns—from
15c to 40c
Special low pi ices on
Parlcr and Bed Room
Suits,
Heating Stove or
Range $1 Per Week
Any Stove or Range mall pay-
ment down balance $1.00 per
week.
REAVES & SONS 416B'way
MONEY WANTED TO BRING
FLEET FROM PACIFIC.
Washington, Oct. 26.—Preeldent
Roosevelt promises to ask congress
to appropriate money enough to bring
the battleship fleet back from the Pa-
!dile ocean, or else Imes the whole
Iquestion of its return up to congress.
This he made clear to a caller today
,Referenee was made to his speech-
es. In which the president told the
people of the middle west of his
plans, and in which he included the
etunouncement not only of the send-
ing of the fleet, but of its return
Then It was that the president made
it clear that there was money
enough at his disposal to send the
fleet around the Horn, but it would!
be up to congress to supjey the funds
to bring them back.
Bonaparte Penology,
Mr. Bonaparte's penological ideate
are instantly made the target for
fresh criticism, but this is just the
administration that will tolerate
news like the attorney general's. The
president himself has egthusiastically
recommended the revival of the whip-
ping post in a message to congress.
Those who are trying to worry r.
Bonaparte into resigning f"- ee the
cabinet must, therefore, find a new
line of attack. To put habitual crim-
inals to death, even when they have
not committed what we understand to
be capital crimes, le a proposition
that few persons could indorse. Mr.
Bonaparte believes in a "reform" of
this dubious character. He has a
right to; he will never have to re-
ftt account of h - penological
opinions. The penalty he pays for
airing them is simply an ineteased
reputation for eccentricity of mind
He reminds us, in many respects, of
ceanin professors of the University of
Chicago—Springfield Republican.
The queen of Holland diecouraget
gunning so far as she is able. She is
an ardent lover of all animals.
ARTISTIC POSTAL CARDS OF PADUCAH
We have just received a most beautiful hand-colored aerie= of
Paducah scenes. Nothing like these are shown elsewhere in
the city. Our assortment of Paducah views now include some
forty five different scenes. Our cut prices are as follows:
Steel Engravings 5 for    bc
Sepias (blues and browns) 3 f3r  6c
Hand Colored Scenes, 2 for .......
D. E. WILSON THE BOOK ANDMUSIC MAN'
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A GREAT SALE OF SURPRISING INTEREST THE COMING WEEK
Search the city search it with a microscope, if you wish—anclilyou will find no other store with such
values as this store gives. It's the store to back its advertisements. It's the store where qualities are
high, goods are many and prices are right. Take advantage of this store's loyv‘_ prices for good merchan-
dise. You will thus teach yourself how-to save.
The Coming Week is a Good Time to Begin
A GREAT SALE OF THE BEST
(IA)THING.
The men's and young men's $20
suits you see on sale around town
can be bought next week at Harbour's
for $15.00.
-Deis easy enough to .satisfy your-
self on this point by simply making a
comparison. The more you know
about clothing the more thoroughly
you will be convinced that the suits
we offer next week at $15 equal
those sold elsewhere at $20. Why
this Is so will be made plain to any
one who does a little thinking.
The best values in the city for $10
and $125.0 a suit.
Don't be satisfied with anything
less than the bese The genuine
Schloss-made $35.\)-0 suits are sold
here for $25.00.
E I.F.GA NT EXCLI'SIV E MILLI-54111Y
Decidedly clever designs have been
bought for selling the coming week
reproductions or adaptions of the
smartest Paris and New York mod-
els are on sale here. The season's
most fashionable materials and col-
orings in the high-class millieerf
which we now show. Our prices are
marvels of cheapness compared with
Broadway lisle-els-for equally high-
class 'Materials. Come and bring
your friends.
WOMEN'S SUIT DEPARTMENT—
Savings on Women's Wear.
This phenomenally successful de-
partment is now offering a practical-
ly unlimited variety of women's sty-
lish coat suits, coats, skirts, waists
and furs, at the lowest prices ever
quoted for equally high-etass desira-
ble garments. Each garment, each
style carefully selected.
Tailored suits in great variety at
$10, $12.5'4, $15, $16.50, $18, $20
$21.50, $22.50, $25, $27.50.
LONG COATS fashioned on the
newest lineses4--$445, $5, $5.50, $6.
$5•75, S$.50, $9.5.0, $10, $11, $12.5.0
$14. $15, $16.50, $18, $20 and $24.
SHORT COATS well tailored, good
fitting, the season's best values, at
$6.75, $8.50, $9, $10, $11, $13.50
$15, $18, $20, $22.5.0, $25 and $3.0.
.- WOMEN'S SKIRTS, the newest
styles, the best q_uelities and perfect
workmanship in the leading colors at
$4•85e$5. $5.50, $6.75, $7.5'4. $8.50
$9, $10, $11T$12.50, $13.50 and $15
EXTRA DRESS GOODS VALUES.
Prices that are below the regular,
new weaves and new colorings and
the staple favorites are here as well
The prices are prices that will make
it to your interest to buy here. New
browns have been received for the
coming week's sale.
1.25 valves the coming week at
96e.
99c values the coming week at 69c.
65c new brown* the coming week
at 491/2c.
GREAT SILK VALUES.
$1.25 values the coming week at
wide widths, the coming week at 96c
and 98c a yard. •
$2.00 Ten Button Kid Gloves in




Children's school shoes at $1.25
$1.35, $1.50, $1.65, $1.75 and $2.00
Women's shoes at $1.25,- $1.35
$1.50, $1.75, $2, $2.25, $2.50, $3.00
$3.50 and $4.00.
Men's shoes at $1.50, $2.00, $2.25
$2.50, $3.00, $3.50, $4 and $4,75.
Boys' shoes at $1.25, $1.50, $1.75,
$2.410, $2.35, $2.5e and $2.75.
Women's Arctics, 75e,' 85C, $1.00
and $1.25.
• Women's Rubbers, 48c, 65e, 75c,
Children's IRubbers, 38c, 45c and
65c.
Bays' Rubbers, 38c, 45c and 65e.
9 North Third StreetHarbout s Department Store JUST OFF BROADWAY
